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Abstract

The performance of a kaon time of flight array comprised of 40

scintillation bars of dimension 5.0 x 8.5 x 200 crn3 and a pair of neutron

time of flight arrays each comprised of 50 scintillation bars of dimension

5.1 x 75.2 x 183 cm3 is reported. The overall time of flight resolution

of the liaon array was 130 t 20 ps ø including the contribution from

the timing start scintiilators which had a resolution of 68 * 8 ps ø.

(Thus, by itself, the kaon array time resolution was 100 f 20 ps ø.)

The intrinsic tirne of flight resolution of the scintillator elements in the

neutron time of flight array was 128 * 15 ps o. Also, a Monte Carlo

sirnulation was carriecl out to estimate the neutron detection efficiency

of the neutron arrays.
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1 Introduction

In quanturn chromodynamics (QCD) - the quantum field theory of the strong

nuclear force - the experimentally observed finite range of the strong interaction

has yet to be shown to be a consequence of the theory alone, if indeed it can be

shown at all. Notwithstanding this, QCD is thought to be the correct dynamical

description of the strong interaction. Although the theory itself is very elegant

it is currently extremely difrcult to derive quantitative predictions from basic

principles. Only in the asyrnptotic region of high mornentum transfer where the

fundarnental equations of QCD become practically solvable can predictions be

made. These predictions agree quite well with experimental results and forrn the

basis of the belief that the theory is correct even in the low momenturn transfer

regirne.

A postulate of QCD allou's only quark systems of colour-singlet states

to exist. As a consequence) iu a three colour quark universe this implies that

observable quark systems with quark content q"'( rmtst obey the triality rule

rn - n : 3B where B is the baryon number. The commonly observed mesons

(* : I,rz : 1) and baryons (* : S,r-t :0) are the first two of a host of quark

systems allowed by this rule; however, other than these two hadrons no firm

evidence has yet been gathered to establish the existence of rnore exotic quark

systems.

The only fundamental way of deriving predictions frorn QCD has been

with the lattice gauge theories or lattice QCD. This approach is based on a

Feynrnan path integral formulation of QCD in which non-analytic calculations

are perfonned on a discrete four-dimensional lattice of fi¡rite size that approx-

iurates the space-tiure continurun. The integrals are estimated through Monte

Carlo saurples. Very extensive cornputer cornputations are required. Numeri-

cal results frorn this approach have yielded good agreement with experimental



results for hadron masses and some coupling constants.

Previously, in the absence of a fundamental analytic methodology for the

solution of the equations of QCD in the low momentum regime, several disparate

phenourenological models were developed, keeping QCD as their base, in order

to make quantitative predictions. These rnodels are: (i)the bag models, (ii) the

Skyrmion models, and (i,ii) the nonrelativistic potential models. Only the bag

models will be discussed in any detail in the following.

Bag models are sirnple phenornenological models that artificially confine

quarks inside some region of space. Essentiall¡ the quarks are treated as free

reiativistic particles iu a confined region subject to appropriate boundary con-

ditions. With a liurited number of pararneters these models generate theoreticai

masses of the known baryons and rnesons wÌrich are in quite good agreement

with the experirnentally deterrnined m.asses, except for the pion. (See Table 1.)

Beyond yielding the masses of the known three-quark baryons (qqq) and

two-quark mesons (ql), the bag rnodels can predict the rnasses of the more

exotic quark structures such as baryonium (qqrl|) and dibaryott (qu) states. Ta-

ble 2 shows MIT bag model predictions of dibaryons grouped according to their

strangeness and compared to the lightest observed two baryon system of equiv-

alent strangeness. The lightest of the non-strange dibaryons predicted has spin

and isospin quantum numbers identical to the deuteron but is approxirnately

300 MeV lnore urassive. The lightest of the singly-strange dibaryons predicted

is approxirnately 100 to 200 MeV above the .4,N nìass. The considerable differ-

ence in binding between tlie singly-strauge and the non-strange dibaryons is due

to the colour-rnagnetic interaction of the bag rnodels - the interaction poten-

tial being consistent with low order one gluon excha,nge which causes QCD to

display higher binding energies for higher colour symmetry. A doubly-strange

dibaryon with the highly syrnrnetric quark content of two up quarks, two down
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quarks and t\¡/o strange quarks \¡/ould have even greater colour-magnetic attrac-

tion and, as the models predict, it may be bound. Thus of all the possible

dibaryons, the bag models predict that only the.9 - -2 dibaryon will be bound

against strong decay, being less than the rnass of the lowest S : -2 threshold,

the ÂÂ. Jatre [1] first showed that this state consisting of. uuddss quark content

witlr total spin-parity J" : 0* may be bound. It is referred to, variously, as

ihe f/ dibaryon, f/ dilarnbda, ff particle or sirnply as the f/, which should not

be confused with the Higgs boson.

Other bag rnodel [2,3] results have confirmed Jaffe's predictions; however,

more refined bag rnodels taking into account centre-of-rnass rnotion [5] and pion-

cloud effects [6] give sornewhat differeut f/ rnass predictions some of which are

larger than the double-Â in this case the fI would not be bound but

would appear as a resonant state.

Non-relativistic- potential or quark cluster urodels are relatively sirnple

models in which quark motions nr.ust satisfy a Schrodinger equation based on a

quark-quark potential. They predict f/ rnasses from about 40 MeV bound to

about ll3 MeV unbound [7,8].

Skymrion models are based on a SU(3) chiral-soliton model and do not

parameterize the known hadron nlasses as well as the quark bag models. These

urodels agree on predicting a bouncl f/ state, but the i>redicted biuding energies

vary considerably - from 20 MeV to 1200 MeV [9,10,11].

Lattice QCD calculations of the -tl mass have also been perforrned. Macken-

zie and Thacker [12] predicted in 1985 t]rat the f/ would not be bound. More

recently, however, Iwasaki, Yoshie and Tsuboi [13] have predicted a bound I/
utiiizing a larger lattice in their calculations than Mackenzie and Thacker.

The 1>redictions from these and other urodels are shown in figure 1 . The

existence or non-existence of the If particle would significantly affect our un-
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Table 2: Pred,zcted. Tnasses of S : 0,-7,-2 di,baryons from two bag rnod,els

contpared to the liglttest ob.serued two baryon systems of equiualent strangeness.

I and, T are, respectiuely, spin o,nd, isosp'in.



derstanding of the nature of QCD in the low momentum regime as it is the

basis of all the models above. Ultimately, the validity of QCD theory may be

determined through this and other experinr.ental manifestations of the theory.

It is in the search for the f/ tliat tire detectors discussed in this document will

play a critical role.

There have been several previous experirnents that irave searched for the

existence of the H. A few experiments searched for resonances in the production

cross-sections of E-p or ÂÂ pairs [17,18,19] - thus were only sensitive to masses

greater than the rnass of two Ä particles - but found no evidence of the Il.
However, these results are of limited value mainly due to their poor statistics.

An experirnent designed specifically to find evidence for the ff by Carroll

et aL l20l ernploying the reactiolt p + p -- .I{+ + Ift * X, where X may be an f/
particle, also was unsuccessful. It used 5-6 GeV/c protons for the reaction and

searched possible f/ rnasses from 2.0-2.5 GeV. An upper lirnit of about 40 nb for

the .I/ production cross-section of this reactiorì v/as established; however, later

calculations showed that the expected cross-section r,r/as less than 1 nb due to the

inhil¡ition of the production pi'ûuess caused by the large mornentum transfer of

the reacti<.rn, thus the null result shoulcl not have been unexpected. This result

suggestecl that experiments that search for tlie I/ should iuvolve a reaction

urechanism with low rnomentum transfer to achieve maxirnurn sensitivity - a

feature inherent in the current search described here.

Ejiri ef al. lztl studied tire double wealç decay of two nucleons in certain

nuclei to form tlie f/ 1>article in the rnass region below the two nucleon mass,

Mn 12MN. They cousidered three types of double weak decays in nuclei:

p+p---+ H *2e+ *2u,p*tt ---+ H * e+ + u, antdn+n --+ H. The decay rate

for each of these processes was evaluated theoretically as second order pertur-

bations of the harniltonian of leptonic ancl non-leptonic processes (leptonic for
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pp, both leptonic and non-leptonic for pn, and non-leptonic f.or nn). The pp

decay rate was insignificantly small, 10-" - 10-18 f year, hence this process \Mas

disregarded. The nn decay rate calculation forT2Ge and TaGe l\iere compared to

double weak decay data for gerrnanium. The respective double weak decays were

72Ge --+7oG.(2*) * f/ and TaGe --72G.(2+) * f/ where the resulting germanium

decay products are in the first excited state with spin-parity Jn :2+ and the

signature for these decays would be sharp peaks in the decay spectrum coming

frorn the decay of the excited germaniurn nuclei. No relevant peaks appeared in

the germanium decay spectrum. The pn decay rate was caiculated for the reac-

tiorr 127I -+125I +H + e* + u ancl was com¡rared to an experimentally obtained

decay rate spec.trum for 127I which led to negative results. Each of the results

al¡ove placed a lower bound to tlie rnass of the fl; 1861.4 MeV and 1859.9 MeV

for the TaGe and 72Ge results, respectively, and 1862 MeV for the iodine result.

However, the highest lower liinit was arrived at by calculating the double weak

decay half-life of the deuteron, d --+ H * e+ + u, antd this placed a lower limit of

1875.1 MeV on the mass of the -FI.

Results frorn Shahl>aziant et al. [22] of i>ropa,ne bubble-chamber tracks in

a 10 GeV/c proton bearn appear to show evidence of the f/ in two events. The

second of the two has been interpreted as the weak decay of a stable dibaryon via

H --+ 7t * X-, X- -+ n + 7r- and a mass of M¡1 - 2218 + 12 MeV was calculated

with a conficlence level of 69.4% that the event was such arì occurrence.

An investigation by Alekseev et al. [23] of .I1 production by colliding neu-

trons onto carbon and copper nuclei appears to irave produced two events that

show the existence of the H. A neutron beam of 3-10 GeYf c, extracted from

the internal target of a 10 GeV proton synchrotron, was directed at either a

6 cm thick carbon target or a 4 cm thick copper target and the outgoing reac-

tion products were tracked through a magnetic spectrometer instrurnented with

s1>ark chambers and scintillating counter hocloscopes. .Fl production via the re-



action n + A --+ H * X0, where A is the target nucleus and X0 is a neutral

particle, was searched for by looking for the decay H --+ p + 7T- * ¡\ and the

subsequent decay of Â --+ p + 7t-. The instrumentation was tuned to trigger

on events which produced two collision vertices hopefully corresponding to the

decay of the f/ and the decay of the subsequent 
^. 

Of the 2 x 106 total trigger

events two events passed the criteria that were established for identifying the

above decay of the f/. The confidence levels for the hypothesis that each of the

two everrts \Ã/as a ff dibaryon were 59.5% and 73.870 and the rneasured mass of

tlre f/ is Mn :2220.7 *5.4 MeV.

Another recent experiment, this oue at KEK by Aoki et al. [24],lvr/as un-

successful in finding the,F/. Using a 1.66 GeY lc separated.l'{- bearn directed at

an emulsion target in a hybrid emulsion-counter detector system no evidence of

ff production was observed in the rnass rarìge 1.90-2.16 GeV; however, an event

recorded in the emulsion was uniquely identified, by kinernatic arguments, to be

the formation and sequential weak decay of a double-r\, hypernucleus [25]. The

elenrentary processes in the reaction are.I{- i7t --+ /{+ +E- , E- lp - Á,+Á,

where the proton in tire latter reaction is embedded in an ernulsion rr'rcleus. Us-

ing kinernatic arguments, the event was interpreted to be either the capture of

a F- by 12C or laN which then forms a double hypernucleus (,9 - -2) identified

as either lonBe or l3nB, respectively. The double hypernucleus then decays via a

weak interaction. Thus this precludes the existence of a strongly bound I/ since

if it were strongly bound the clouble hypemucleus would decay with the f/ as

a product. Kerbikov [20] has argued that the weak decay of a double hypernu-

cleus excludes the rnass of the f/ particle being below 2M¡r- B¡¡ where B¡¡ is

the binding erìergy of the two Â hy1>erons in the nucleus. The binding energies

calculated for the above possibilities were B¡¡ : 8.5 + 0.7 MeV for the l0¡Be

case and B¡¡ : 27.5 + 0.7 MeV for the l3nB case. Hence the lower bound for

tlre ,[/ particle mass is 2222.8 + 0.7 MeV if the double hypernucleus is l0nBe or



tlre lower bound is 2203.8 + 0.7 MeV if the double hypernucleus is l3nB. Dover,

Millener, Gal and Davis [27)have analysed this event and argue that the l3¡B is

the correct interpretation for the recorded event. They demonstrate the reac-

tion mechanisrn and decay sequences for this inter¡rretation are favored over the

other interl>retation. The l0nBe interpretation results in a strongly repulsive ,{.4.

interaction which is contrary to any reasonable model that the authors suggest.
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2 The Experiments

The search for the fI particle is being conducted at the Alternating Gradient

Synchrotron at Brookhaven National Laboratory utilizing a newly constructed

I-2 GeYlc beamline. Two separate experirnents, sensitive to different rnass

regions of the f/, have been approved to run at tliis facility. The first ver-

sion, Experitnent 813, uses a dual-drarnl¡er liquid irydrogen/liquid deuterium

(LHzlLDz) target and will be sensitive to 1/ particle binding energies, B¡y, from

-20 MeV unbound to -100 MeV bound. A second version, Experiment 836,

with a liquid helium-3 (L3He) target, will be sensitive up to -350 MeV bound.

2.L The LIJ2/LD2 Version

This version of the searclt, which started running in the spring of 1991, relies on

the following rnultistep reaction mecha¡risrn for the forrnation of the Il:

Ii-+p -----+ .K++E-

F-+d ----+ (E-d)"to,,,

(E-d)"ro,,, ------+ H + n

A 1.8 GeYlc kaon, .I{-, in the beam is incident upon a proton in the

LH2 target and reacts to yielcl -Ii+ ancl E-. The 3- hyperon is slowed down

in a tungsten energy degrader and passes througir a solid state detector before

entering the LD2 chamber where it comes to rest and is captured by a deuteron

to fcrmr the bound atc¡tnic system (F-d)uto,,r. Tlie (E-d)ato'r rnay then decay

through tire capture of the orbiting E- liyperon by the deuteron nucleus to

produce ant H and a neutron. See figure 2 for a schernatic representation of the

reaction (a possible decay of the -Il is included).

By rneasuring the scattering angles and the mornenta of the incident K-

11



Figure 2: The anticiqtated, H production reaction with a 1.8 GeV/c I{- incident

upon the d,ual cl¿arnber target. The decay product.s of the H are mass d,epend,ent

but a possible decay of the H i,s shown.
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Table 3: Some

of interest for

kinemøtic data for the p(K-,.K+)E- reaction around the reg?,on

the spect dd, Erperiment 813.rometer and d,etector setup for

e*+

(")

p'ft\

(MeV/c)

0,:!

(")

mlab
l=-

rir¿"vl

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

/.Ð

8.0

8.5

9.0

9.5

10.0

r292

r289

7287

7284

1281

1278

r275

r272

1268

1264

7260

72.4

13.5

74.5

15.5

16.5

17.4

18.3

19.1

19.9

20.7

27.4

100.7

102.8

105.0

107.5

110.2

113.0

1 16.1

119.3

122.6

726.2

130.0

aud outgoing ,I{+ in the initial reaction, the 3- trajectory ancl recoil energy can

be completely deterrnined since it is a two body reaction. The short lifeti¡re

of the E-, 166ps, rnakes it necessary to carefully control the target geometry

aucl production kinematics to ensure that there is a high probability of the E-

stopping in tlie licluid deuterium. Tlrus the path length between the productio¡

point in the liqr.rid hydrogen and the LD2 vessel must be kept to a minimum.

Tlris is accomplished by having a I{- bearn with a well defined phase space

focused tightly, with surall divergence, on a thin sandwidr LH2 target and by

using those F- witli recoiling lab angles near their rnaximum angle, - 20o for

.Ii+ lab angles arc¡und 10o.
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The formation of the I/ from the (3-d).to,,, is as follows: The S and P

atomic wavefunctions of a E- orbiting a deuteron have a large overlap with

the nucleus even for large principle quanturn nurnbers n. The overlap is large

euough to presrune that the 1>articles interact via the strong force. When the

stopping E- is captured by a deuteron to forrn a (E-d).ro,,, it will initially be

in a high n orbital and will be distributed throughout the av¿ilable angular

momentum states. These atoms in higli angular rnonlentum states will undergo

electromagnetic transitions to lower angular mornenturn states through collisions

with neighbouring deuteriuur atorns. The average tirne for the transition to S or

P states is a small fraction of the 3- lifetirne and it is expected that less than

20% of the (E-¿¡"ro,,," will be lost due to weak decay before undergoing a strong

interaction [28]. There are three strong interactions and one significant weak

interaction blanc.h for the (E-d)"ro,,, bound systern. These are:

H +n"

.4,+Â+n

Eo+n+r¿

d+Ìv+r-

+ 29 MeV

+ 29 MeV

+ 3MeV

+ 66 MeV

i Bn stroug

strong

strong

weak

Aerts ancl Dover [29] have calculatecl the ì¡ranching ratio of the (E-d)"ro,,,

to form the .Iy' in the strong interaction. While rnoclel depenclent, the ratio may

be as higli as 0.9 in the S state for an f/ nÌass near the Â.4. urass (B¡¡ - g)

ancl decreases exponentially as the bincling energy becoures larger. At BH -
100 MeV, tire branching ratio clecreases to 0.1; this figure is significant since

an adequate count rate aucl signal to noise ratio is not expected for branching

ratios much less than 0.1.

The two bocly reaction of tire (E-.C)"ro,,, corresponding to f/ particle pro-

duction uteans that the accoul.parìying neutron is monoenergetic, therefore, the
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Neutron kinetic energy vs. H particle binding energy
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Figure 3: Th,e relationsltip between the kinetic ener'gy of the neutrons and the

bind.ing energy of an H particle resulting frorn th,e decay of the (E-d).to,,,.

detection of monoenergetic. neutrons would signify the production of .tJ parti-

cles aud a tneasurement of the neutron energy would give a measure of the f/
particle mass. As the mass of the (E-d).ro,,, is 29 MeV above that of the ÂÂ

lrfass an uubound f/ may l>e produced as long as it is unbound by no more than

29 MeV. However, as a practical matter, the neutrons would have an energy too

low to cletect for an unì¡ouud H of lnore than 20 MeV. Hence this version of

tlre experiment is sensitive from B¡1 - -20 MeV (unliouncl) to Bp -100 MeV

ancl the corresponding neutron energies are, respectively, 6 MeV and 90 MeV

varying monotonically in betweeu as ¡rlottecl in figure 3.

Table 3 lists sonìe of the kineuratic pararneters for the initial p(Ii-,,/i+)3-

reac.tion in the region of interest.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the one and two step H parti,cle production reactions.

2.2 LsHe Version

As opposed to the double steP reaction with a LH2ILD2 target a L3He target

with the sarle incident kaon ì¡eam may produce f/ dibaryons in the single step,

double strangeness exchar:.ge reaction

.I{-+ 3He ---+ Ii++n+H.

The two .F/ production reactions are quite sinrilar as can be seen in figure 4.

For incident -I{- of 1.8 Gevf c, measureurent of the trajectories and the

mornenta of the outgoing Ii+ and neutron can then be used with kinematics to

calculate the mass of the resulting f/. In fact, Aerts and Dover [30] have shown

that the neutron need not l¡e detected in certain circurnstances to determiue the

16



.I/ rnass. For a .I{+ lab scattering angle of 0o, the 1l+ detection and momentum

measurernent, by itself, would suffice. The 1{+ spectrum should be a peak with

a 30 MeV/c FWHM due to broadening caused by the Fermi momentum of the

p-p system. The cletection of the neutron, lìowever, woulcl irnlrrove resolution.

Background rejection is of great irnportance with the L3He target exireri-

rnent. The backgrouncl reactions can be se¡rarated into two categories. The first

includes misidentificatiou of incoming or outgoing particles in production reac-

tions and the second are quasi-free production of E- hyp"tons from the reaction

1i-+3He--+ /{+ + E- + p * n. The misidentification of the outgoing n* as a K+

in the follo'*'ing three reactions with a proton in the 3He nucleus could produce

a significant ìrackground:

K- +p
Ii- +p
Ii- +p

n++Ð-
n+ +Y*
r++r-+ly

The sum of these three reaction cross sections is three orders of rnagnitude

Iarger than the expected fl production cross section as calculated by Aerts and

Dover' [29] ancl shown in figure 5. The inefficiency iu rejecting tlie outgoing n +

can be no more than 1 in 104 or else structure from the zr+ background reactions

will appear that will simulate an Iy' production signal.

The incident .I{- beam is far from pure as will be discussed later. It is

ex1>ected to be contauúnated with an equal number or more of. r- rnesorìs which

nray produce l:ackground events if it is misidentified as a Ii- through the reac-

tion:

¡r-lp ----ì, /{++Ð-
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A sirnilar particle identification requirement of 1 error in 10a will be needed

in the beamline to reduce this backgrouncl. This misidentification places the

upper limit on the mass region of sensitivity.

2.3 Experimental Facility

As mentioued above, the search for the I/ particle is being conducted at the

Altemating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory

which is locatecl ou Long Island, New York. The AGS is a proton synchrotron

that can accelerate protons up to a maxirnurn energy of 32 GeV.

Tlre 1.8 GeYlc 1i- beam is produced in a new low energy (r-2 GeYlc

tttotttetttum) secondary meson beamline comirleted in early 1991 [31]. A layout

of the bearnline is shown in figure 6.

The kaons are produced at the platinurn production target just upstream of

tlre dipole D1 into which 24 GeY protons are directed. In addition to the kaons

malìy other particles, prirnarily pions, are produced which rnust be separated

out. This is accornplished with the series of magnets, electrostatic separators

and apertures that make up the beamline. Separation of the kaons is done in

two steps; each step iu one of the two segurents of the beamline arm - Q1 to

MS1 and H4 to MS2 iu figure 6. Each segment consists of:

1. tlie upstream quadru¡>oles which focus the bearn before it enters the sep-

arator';

2. tlie correcting (dipole) rnagnets ancl separator combination which spatially

se1>arates the various ¡>articles in the beam in the vertical direction;

3. tlie clownstreaur quadru¡>oles which focus the separated beaur at the rnass

slit;
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Figure 6: The neu 1-2 GeV/c .separated beamline at the AGS.
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the sextupoles and octupoles which correct the second and third order

vertical focussing aberrations, respectively, at the mass slit; and

5. tlie mass slit which is a horizontal slit rnade of thick heavy metai that is

centered on the kaons in the bearn.

The first segrnent removes the primary contamination (mostly pions) from the

beam while the second segment rernoves contamination from secondary sources

such as particles scattering off the beamline elements, from the decay of short-

lived hyperons near the target and from the decay of kaons and pions in the

beam itself.

Essentially, the beamline is symrnetrical about mass slit 1 (MS1) between

dipoles D1 and D3. This design is preferred since many of the aberration coef-

ficierrts are autornatically zero f.or such a system. The 30' bend in the beamline

introcluced by dipole D2 was made necessary by space constraints in the existing

facilities. The 4-jaw collir¡rator (4J) rernoves additional pions which are at the

fringe of the bearn at that location but do pass through the mass slits farther

downstream as shown by beam rnodelling studies. The momenturn slit (HS) is

a vertical slit used to restrict the momentum range of the particles in the beam.

Finally, the last quadrupole in the beaurline (Q9) focuses the beam onto the

ex¡rerirnental target.

Table 4 shows sonre expectecl properties of the bearnline. Note that even

with the use of two separators the expected cornposition of the bearn at the

encl of the beamline is approximately three r- for every.I{-. Some data from

the initial running of the bearnline from Airril to June 1991 is given in table 5.

Note that the electrostatic static separators were not running up to specification

(750 kV) during the beam tine thus a 1.7 GeV f cbeart was used to increase the

kaon to pion ratio.

4.
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Table 4: Sorne erpected characteristics of the new bearnline.

L-2 GeYlc Beamline

Production Parameters

Prirnary Proton Intensity 1013 protons/spilt

0.6crnx lcmx 9cm platinumTarget

Production Angle 50

Beamline Acceptance

Mornentum Range

Momentum Bite

Horizontal

Vertical

I-2 GeY lc
+3%

f50 mr

18 mr

.I{-n- Separation

First Mass Slit

Second Mass Slit

3.3 rnm

8.0 mm

Estimated Rates

1{-

Ii+

At Experimental Target (per 1013 proton spill)

3.2 x106 /spill

1.1 x107 /spill

5.0 x 108 /spitl

5.6 x 108 /spill*+

Bearn Parameters at Experimental

Horizontal Size

Vertical Size

Horizontal Divergence

Vertical Divergence

11 /7r

Target

5 crn

0.5 cm

30 mr

12 mr

r13
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Table 5: Some results of the 1991 run of the 2 GeV/c beamline.

Conditions:

1. Mass Slit #1 (MS1) = 1.8 rnrn for 1í- alnd 2.7 rnur for p

2. Mass Slit #2 (MS2) = 4 uun for 1í- and 5 rnur for p

3. Mornenturn Slit (HS) 15% closed

4. Theta-Phi (aJaw) Collimator:

Lower Left = Closed

Upper Left = 2/3 Closed

Upper Right = 213 Closed

Lower Right = Olren

Separator #1 (81) = 590 kV

Separator #2 (F,2) = 600 kV

Tune = RAYTRACÐ with rl0 - -.04 (minimum horizontal

irnage size) and yló = 0 at final focus

All Sextupoles and Octupoles set to RAYTRACE values

5.

6.

t.

8.

Particles/spill with 1013 24 GeY / c protons:

Momentum

(MeV/c)

K_ itlli p ?T IF

1000

r270

1500

1700

26,000

125,000

320,000

811,000

0.056:1

0.28:1

1.0:1

3.5:1

21,000

77,000

510,000

0.14:1

0.030:1

0.022:7

For 17OO }lfeY /c K-
Condiiion .I{ flux "lK

Sextui>oles on and Octupoles on

Sextupoles off and Octupoles on

Sextupoles on and Octupoles off

911,000

10% reduction

5% reduction

3.5:1

33% worse

8% worse
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2.4 Experimental Apparatus

2.4.L Overview

A variety of detectors is required to gather the information necessary to deter-

mine, unarnbiguously, the collision events that occur in the target. Information

on position, timing and energy are necessary to accomplish this task. The de-

tector components being utilized in the f/ particle search experiments can be

grouped into four major systems. These are:

1. the experimental target,

2. tlie in-beam particle tracking and identification detectors,

3. the .Ii+ spectrorneter (including particle identification) and

4. the neutron arrays.

AII tliese systents, excel>t for the target, are comnÌon to both BNL Ex¡reri-

ments 813 and 836 and have been designed to be as compatil¡le wiih each ver-

sion as 1>ossible. A brief discussion of these systems will l¡e given here with a

nìore detailed description of the apparatus to follow imrnediately after a short

introduction to detector concepts. A detailed discussion of the neutron arrays

and the 1i+ time of flight detector will be presented in the following chapters.

Figure 7 shows a schernatic diagram of the experirnental apparatus. Table 6 lists

the abbreviated nailles of the various detectors.

As discussed above, Experiurent 813 uses a dual-chatr.lter LH2lLDz target

wirile Experiment 836 uses a L3He target. The LH2/LDz is an active target

which integrates a solid state transrnission detector strip into its design. It

consists of 160 silicon cletectors positioned on the exit face of the tungsten energy

degrader wedges which are usecl to slow down the 3- from the reaction of interest

in tlre Ìrydrogen, p(I{-,Ii+)E-, so that they stop in the deuteriurn. These
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Table 6: List of detectors for 8813/536.

Key to the detector names:

SWIC

MP

MT

MD1

ry

IDn

IT

IC

K

LN

LV

RN

RV

FDn

FC

FP

BDn

BC

BP

BCL

BT

BS

Segrnented Wire Ionization Chamber

Mass Position Hodoscope

Mass Timing Detector

Mass Drift Charnber

Incident Beam Veto

Incident Drift Charnber

Inciclent Timing Detector

Incident Õerenkov Detector

Silicon detectors (Expt. 813 only)

Left Neutron Array

Left Veto

Right Neutron Array

Right Veto

Forward Drift Chanber

Forwarcl Õerenkov Detector

Forward Position Hodoscope

Back Drift Chamber

Back Õerenkov Detector

Back Position Hodoscope

Back Lucite Õerenkov Detector

Back Tirning Hodoscope

Bacli Calibration Fingers for BT
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Figure 7: Si,de uiew of tl¿e detector layout with the Erperiment 813 target. (See

table 6 for key to detector nz"mes.)

detectors will lielp suppress background from misidentification of the outgoing

,I{+ and from accidental coincidences. Also, at best, only a small nurnber of the

E- produced with trajectories passing into the LD2 can be expected to come

to rest in the LD2 before decaying, thus by requiring a hit in an appropriate

silicon detector events which have a large probability forrning a (3-d)"t"- Dây

be selected.

The in-beaur detectors include wire chambers, threshold Õerenkov detec-

tors and scintillation counters. The .I{+ spectrorneter is a multi-component in-

stlument consisting of a large dipole maguet with a 0.5 uretre aperture, a series

of wire chaurbers for charged-particle tracking, tirreshold Õerenkov detectors,

and scintillation hodoscope ancl time-of-fliglrt detectors: the two former items

are for charged-particle mornentuur determiuation and the two latter items are

for particle identification. The neutron. arrays are composed of plastic scintil-

lators which cover a solid angle of about ! of 4n around the target and are

30-50% efficient, deirencling on the neutron energy. The following will give a

short descril>tion of tlie various tyl>es of detectors just rnentioned.
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cathode planes

Figure 8: Dri,ft charnber cross-section.

2.4.2 Drift Chambers

Drift chaml¡ers are instruments which can accurately deterrnine position infor-

mation and are used to rneasure the trajectories of charged particles. Figure 8

is a schematic. of a cross-section of such a device that gives position in one

coordinate.

The chamber is made up of a set of parallel anode seÐse wires sandwiched

between two planar cathode surfaces. Cathocle field wires at a lower potential

than, ancl positionecl in between, the anode sense wires divide the charnber into

a set of cells around each anode wire. The region in between the cathode planes

is fillecl with a gas. When a charged ¡rarticle passes through a cell it ionises the

gas along its path c¡f traversal. The electrons thus produced are swept by the

electric fielcl toward the anode sense wires while the corresl>onding ¡rositive ions

are swept toward the cathode. As the electrons rnove to within a few diarneters

of the anode wire the electric field they encounter becornes very intense due to

the I dependence around the wire. Multiplication of the nurnber of electrons

o anode sense wire
o cathodic field wire

charged particìe
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occurs as electrons accelerated toward the anode wire gain sufficient energy to

ionize the gas to produce secondary electrons. A signal is generated in the anode

wire by the collection of these electrons and by that induced by the positive

ions created near the wire. The charnber gas used is chosen for its gain in the

electron multiplication process, its x-ray inefficiency, and, most importantl¡ for

its electron drift velocity characteristics. By knowing the drift velocity of the

electrons in the gas it is possible to determine the distance from the anode sense

wire at which a charged particle passes through the plane of the wires. (Tlie

distance c in figure 8.) However, which side of the anode sense wire the particle

passes by cannot l¡e determinecl by the single wire plane shown. One way to

deterutine tliis is to place a second plane of wires directly behind the first plane

with its anode sense wires positioned in between those of the first as shown in

figure 8. With the additional iuforrnation frorn the second 1>lane the arnbiguity

is removecì. if the angle of the particle relative to plane of the chamber is not

too large. If tlie incident angle of the 1>article is known then the data from

the two planes can be used to define the particle trajectory more accurately

even for large angles. Ty¡rically, the s1>atial resolution obtainable from a drift

chaurber is in the order of a few hunclred ¡lur. By stacking two pairs of wire

planes perpendicular to each other, two spatial coordinates rnay be obtained for

an ionizing event. The trajectory of a chargecl particle can be ureasured by using

two or mote aligned drift chambers set a distance apart.

The clrift chatnbers usecl in the f/ particle search are mostly constructecl

with adjacent wire planes rotated by 60'. In figure 7 and table 6 MD1, ID1,

ID2, ID3, FD1, FD2, FD3, BD1, ancl BD2 are drift chambers.
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2.4.3 Organic Plastic Scintillators

The scintillatioll process, which occurs when an ionizing particle loses sorne en-

ergy when passing through certain materials thereby causing the material to

emit some electro-magletic radiation as the energy is dissipated, has been uti-

lized in the stucly of uuclear physics since its inception at the turn of this century

when the naked hurnan eye \¡/as the instrument used to detect the scintillation

of a ZnS screen in alpha scattering experiments. Since then, the development of

photomultiplier tubes and of moclern organic plastic scintillators has ke¡rt this

process as an indispensal¡le tool in the study of nuclear and particle physics.

These plastic scintillators are coûU)osed of a srnall arnount (- a few % lry

volune) of fluorescent aromatic hydrocarbons dissolved in a ltase of solid poly-

merizecl 1>lastic solveut (cornmonly polyvinyltoluene or polystyrene.) The mech-

anisrn ìry whicli these rnaterials scintillate is somewhat involved (see eg Birks [32])

but, essentially, tlie light reieased originates frorn the molecular bonding elec-

trotts, which are not associated witÌr any particular atorn in the aromatic rnolecule,

when they return to their ground state after being excited to higher energy

states by ioniziug radiation. An important property of these materials is that

the nrolecules have absorption and emission spectra at clifferent wavelengths,

hence they are trans¡>arent to their own radiation. The differing absorption and

emissiou wavelengths arise from the different shapes of the excited and ground-

state electron energy levels as a function of the interaton:.ic spacing as depicted

in figure 9 and from the interplay of the vibrational states of the lattice on those

energy levels. The electronic levels are typically a few eV wirile the vibrational

levels of the tnolecule are typically a few tenths of eV. Consicler an electron

initially at the grouucl state er:.ergy level that is excited into an excited state

erergy level (A -* B). The electron is also in an excited vibrational state so

that it begins to decay ancl transfet' some of its erìergy to the lattice and moves
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down to the level CD. A short amount of time later the electron decays to some

vibrational energy level of the electromaguetic ground state. The vibrational

states then decay back to the initial vibrational energy level in the ground state.

The courltination of differing erlergy level functions and vibrational energy levels

makes the transition from the ground to excited electron state different from the

inverse tlansition.

Among the properties desired for scintillators are good efficiency and lin-

earity for detecting charged particles of different energies, transparency to its

own light emission wavelengths, a light output spectrum near that of the photo-

rnultiplier tube used with it and a short decay time for the scintillation. Organic

plastic scintillators have properties quite compatible with those listed.

TÌre timing detectors MT, IT, and BT; the position hodoscopes Mp, Fp,

ancl BP; the neutron arrays LN and RN; and the in-beam veto IV in figure 7

and table 6 are scintiliating detectors.

2.4.4 Õerenkov Detectors

When a charged particle passes tlirough an optically transparent or translucent

nedium at a speed greater than that of the speed of light in tlie meclium, that

is wlren uparticte > i ot íl , * where n is the inclex of refraction of the mecliurn

ancl B : f,, an electrouragnetic shock wave is procluced (this is analogous to the

sonic shock wave prodrtcecl iu air when an object travels faster than the speed

of souncl in air). Tlie light is eniitted in a continuous spectrum of frequencies

and is iinearly 1>olarizecl. A conical coherent wavefront is produced at an angie,

relative to the trajectory of the charged particle, given by the relation cosî : h..
Generally, there are two methods used in nuclear and particle physics which

exploit Õerenliov radiation for iclentification of particles. One methocl uses the

relation cos d : fi to determine the velocity of the charged particles and such
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devices are called differential Cerenkov counters. The other method relies on

tlre thresholcl condition B > ] and are consequently called threshold Õerenkov

counters. The latter type of detectors are used in BNL Experiments 813 and

836.

In figure 7 and table 6, IC, FC, BC and BCL are threshold Õerenkov

detectors. The first three Cerenkov detectors use silica aerogel which can be

uranufactured with a very low index of refraction (slightly above one) which is

required for thresholds close to the speed of light in vacuurn. Silica aerogei also

has a very low density (-0.2 g/cm3) which helps in keeping rnultiple scattering

to a miniurum.

2.4.5 Photomultiplier Tubes

The photomultiplier tul¡e is an indispensible piece of equiprnent in nuclear and

particle physics experiments. It mal<es possible the detection of the light ernit-

ting interactions of certain materials with racliation: interactions tirat release

only a very smal.l amount of liglit. Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) detect the

Iight procluced converting it into an electroni,' signal and amplifying that tiny

signal tremenclously into a convenient size.

A schetnatic of a PMT is shown in figure 10. It is a linear focussing type

which has l¡ettel linearity than other types of PMT construction and is the most

widely used in experirnental nuclear and particle physics. Its essential features

are the ¡rhotocathocle where incicleut photons cause the release of electrons, the

dynodes where the electronic signal is arnplified and the anode where the signal

is collected and r:.rade availaìrle for output. Briefly, the operation of the PMT

is as follows: An iucoming 1>hoton strikes the irhotocathode where it releases a

photoelectron which is then acceleratecl towarcls the first dynocle helcl at a higher

potential than the photocathocle; upon strikiug tlie first dynode the photoelec-
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tron causes the release of several secondary electrons which then are accelerated

to the seconcl dynocle lield at a higher potential than the first; these electrons,

iu turu, cause the release of rnore secondary electrons uporÌ striking the second

dynode. This process of electron rnultiplication contir:.ues on down the chain of

dynodes, each held at a progressively higher potentiai, and the current is finally

collected at the end of the chain at the anode. Typical gains of PMTs used in

experirnental nuclear and particle physics are È 106 - 108.

The photocathode releases electrons from light quanta via the photoelectric

effect. It is composed of a serni-transparent thin fihn of material with a low work

furrction. Typically, the quanturn efficiency (i.e. nurnber of released electrons /
nunrlrer of inciclent photons) of the photocathocle is S SO% ancl is wavelength

depenclent. Dynode tnaterials are chosen to have a liigh secondary emission

factor ancl a secondary ernission factor which is stable at high rates.

A typical voltage divider used to operate PMTs is shown in figure 10.

Cai>acitors or zener diocles are frequently used in the last few dynode stages in

order to maintain a steady inter-clynode potential difference when large currents

flow through them. The sample voltage divider circuit itr figure 10 ernploys

ca¡tacitors between the last four dynocle stages for this purpose.

Transit tiures for the electrons through tlie PMT dynodes, while dependent

on the applied voltage, are typically in the tens of nanoseconds and time jitter,

de1>enclent mainly upon where a photon strikes the pirotocathode, is typically

1-3 ns.

2.4.6 A Few Details About the Detectors

A few of the pararneters describing the cletectors are given in tables 7, 8 and

9. The coorclinate system definecl for this experiment is as follows: the z-axis

follows along the beam direction in the beamline, the y-axis points directly
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vertical and is perpendicular to the z-axis, and the ¿-axis points horizontally

the right when viewed from upstreanl of the l¡eam and is also perpendicular

the z-axis. The origin is located at the ex1>erirnental target centre.

The in-beam particle tracking and identification equipment are all the de-

tectors upstreaur of the experimental target; everything from the drift chamber

MD1, between the separators, to the incident threshold Õerenkov just before the

LH2lLD2 target in figure 7. Incorning particles are tracked through the dipole

D3 to determine their momentuur. The mass slit (MD1) and incident (ID1,2,3)

drift c.hambet's, aloug with the mass hodoscope (MP) do this. The mass position

scintillatiug detector MP is macle up of 72 - 6 mm wide overlapping scintillators

designed in such a manner as to give a position resolution to within 2.3 mm. Par-

ticle identification is accomplishecl with a courbination of the incident Öerenkov

(IC) and mass (MT) and incident (IT) tirning scintillation detectors.

The -I{+ s1>ectrometer is made up of everything downstream of the experi-

mental target. It is a non-focusing spectrometer built around a rnodified 48D48

dipole rnagnet which has a gap large enough to allow the noninteracting part

of the 1.8 GeV/c .I{- beaur to pas; tuhrough witirout striking the rnagnet yoke

in addition to deflecting the beam away from the outgoing -Ii+. Drift chambers

upstream (FDl,2), downstrearn (8D1,2) and one in the magnet gap itself (FD3)

provicle a ntontenturn resolutiou of -0.570 for the spectrometer. Position ho-

closcopes (FP,BP) provide information to reject multiple cliarged particle events

such as the quasi-free 3- procluction reaction 1{-+3He-- /{+ +E- +p+n in Ex-

periureut 836. Threshold Õerenkov detectors are usecl for particle identification:

the forward Õerenkov (FC) and back Õerenkov (BC) detectors which distinguish

the -I{+ from the z'* and p+ that result from the decay of .I{+ created in the

target that do not urake it through the whole s1>ectrorneter and the back Lucite

Cerenkov which distingrúsh the -I{+ fi'our protons. Finally, the back tirne of

to

to
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MD1
ID1
tD2
ID3
FD1
FD2
FD3
BDI
BD2

Chamber Centre [cm]
cs cu c2

0 0 -420.0
0 0 -135. t2
0 0 - 108.63
0 0 -82.93
0 -6.8 30,06
0 ' -6.8 66.80

0.17 -3.62 149 .4

0.010 68.26 372.72
0.014 69.08 455.35

Table

oco is the angle of the chamber planes to the vertical, cB is the angle between the chamber
planes and the r-axis, ancl c,y is the angle of rotation of the chamb., plun., about thei¡ normal
lines ¡rerpendicular to the planes

0angle relative to vertical axis along rvire ¡rlanes

O)

Various drift charn
Chamber Angleso [o]

ca cß c-
000
000
000
000
000
000
0 0.13 0

30.105 -0.076 0.0085
30.039 -0.071 0.0229

ber data.
rvidth

[cml
1 1.9

12.2

t2.2
12.2
24.4
24.4
45.7

114.0

114.0

height
[cmì

IC1
IC2
FC
BC
BCL

Talrle 8: Composi,tion of tl¿e Cerenkoa detectors.

I r.9
10.6
10.6
10.6
2r.2
21.2
81.3

214.0
214.0

Material

#of
planes

aerogel

aerogel
aerogel
aerogel

lucite (acrylic)

2
q

q

.t

ò

ó

4
q

4

wrres per
plane

9lndex of refractionoActive area xthickness
"radiating threshold velocity as a fraction of c

32
48
48
48
96

96

64

l12,l2g
r12,128

'na

wrre spactng
Icml

1.03

1.03

1.04

1.04

-1.5

Dilnensiolxò

[.-t]

0.952
0.508
0.508
0.508
0.508
0.508
t.27
2.00
2.00

15x5x6
15 x5x 6

25x25x9
120x190x9
140x210x1

Centre Position
ryz

[.-l

plane wire angles
["]

0.0,90.0
120.0, 60.0, 0.0
120.0, 60.0, 0.0
120.0, 60.0, 0.0

210.0, 150.0, 90.0
210.0, 150.0,90.0

150.0, 90.0, 90.0, 30.0
90.01, 119.97,59.09
119.99.59.99.89.98

00
00
00
073
0 130

¡esolution
[ømì

-128

-101

47

472

590

Étl,.".lrold'

150

150

150

i50
150

150

300
300
300

0.971
tt

0.962
tt

0.666

Monenturn Threr
Ipr+ I p¡r*

[GeV/c] | [c"v/']
0.566 I ';go
0.48e | ,.r,"1"

differeniial ty

holcls

Pp,p

IGeV/cl
3.80

),

3.28
tt

)e



Table 9: Various data for sci,ntillation counters.

ofor RN and LN the ¿ coordinate refers to the position of the front face of the detector.

flight array (BT) also serves as a particle identification detector and provides a

desired level of ledunclancy which is particularly neecled in Ex1>eriment 836.

Centre Positiono

ryz

Icur]

vertical

angle

["]

element

angle

t"l

#of
elements

Active

Area

Icrn2]

Element

Size

[.*t]
MP

MT

IT

FP

BP

BT

RN

LN

0.0 0.0 -440.0

0.0 0.0 -430.0

0.0 0.0 -72.4

0.0 0.0 60.0

0.0 101.0 527.0

0.0 210.3 737.0

97.2 0.0 -34.3

103.5 0.0 -3i.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

30.0

15.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

90.0

0.0

90.0

0.0

0.0

72

I
4

16

6

40

50

50

33.3x 1.3

33.1 x 1.5

10.0x 3.0

24.0x24.0

120 x180

200 x320

158 x 183

158 x183

0.7x 1.3 x0.3

3.7x 1.5 x0.6

2.5x3.0 x1.3

24.0x1.5 x0.4

27.0x180.0 x0.95

200.0x8.5 x5.0

182.8x15.2 x5.1

i82.8xi5.2 x5.1
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3 Tirne-of-Flight Scintillation Detectors

The next few sections will briefly describe sorne aspects of tirne-of-flight scin-

tillating cletectors and, in particular, how they relate to the kaon and neutron

time-of-fliglrt detectors in the ,tl particle search. The following points should

be kept in rnind: As noted above, the .Ii+ TOF hodoscope wall is an integral

part of the .Ii+ spectrorneter downstrearn of the target. Along with the back

Cerenkov cletector its purpose is to distinguish the .I{+ frour the other single

positively charged liarticles of the same rnourentum, especially the z'+ that are

expected t<¡ be slightly too slow to fire the back Cerenkov. The rnomenta of the

particles are determined by the kaon spectrorneter - specifically, the combina-

tion of folward drift chambers, 48D48 dipole magnet and back drift chambers.

The expectecl momentum resolution is - 0.5% FWHM witli this combination

of cha,rr l>ers and rnagnet. Thus with the momenta of charged particles deter-

rnined with other apparatus the urain purpose of the /i+ TOF hodoscope wall

is particle identification.

3.1 Charged Particle TOF Detectors for Pari;icle ldenti-

fication

The TOF method for 1>article identification is basecl on the fact that particles

witli the sanìe mornenta but different rnasses will liave different velocities. By

measuring the velocity of particles of known monlenta their urasses can be de-

termined. In practice, the time-of-flight of the particles are llr.easured for a fixed

distance frcxn which the velocity may be easily detennined. The relationslúp

betweeu mass and time-of-flight is as follows: For a particle with kuown rno-

rnenturn ¡r and a nìeasured time-of-flight of ?- over a distance d, the rest mass of
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tire particle is

whele c : speed of light in vacuum. (This is sirnply derived by rearranging

tlre fanriliar equation for uror¡renturn, p : 1rnu.) It then folÌows that the TOF

differenc.e between two particles, one with rnass nz1 arìd the other with rnass rn2,

with the sallte rDornentunL over a distance tC is

: # @,, -,,2) ,

m?"21

'*-u l
for p Þ Tn1,2c to first order.

m?c2
]J ,¿1 1p'

Plots of tlie TOF difference per unit path length versus mornenturn for z'--I{ and

p-.I{ are shown in figure 11.

The extent to which particle identification with tirne-of-flight scintillators

can be a useful tool is limitecl by the finite tirne resolution of real detectors. If
tlre detector resolution nreasurement uncertainty of 11 - 12 is arr-", then the

maximum rnomentuttt at which the two massive particles can be distinguished

is

p,,,,,, ? =4- (nf, - tn'l).
ZOrt _rt

(1)

For examl>le, the r¡raximurn mourentum at whicir n-1{ separation is possible

over a 7 meter flight path for a vely good timing resolutiott of. o,r-"r: 100 ps

is - 5.1 GeYlc. Tlte2or 3o, aud 4o r-K rnaxirnurn momenturn separation,

p,¡¿oc , are - 3.6 GeVf c,, - 2.9 GeYf c, ancl - 2.6 GeYlc respectively. These

munbers would seem to indicate that time-of-fliglit by itself would satisfy the

backgrouucl rejection level of 10-a requirecl fol the current search for the 11 irarti-

cle sitrce the the 4ø rnaximutn nr.ornentrun n'-.I{ separation is well above 2 GeY /c.
However, experience has shown that beyond about 3a from its peak the time-

of-fliglrt resolution function deviates siguificantly from a Gaussian distribution.
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timing scintillators 0,s rnedsured in AGS Erperiment 788.

Figure 12 shows the TOF spectrum between two high quality in-bearn time-of-

flight scintillators for a pion beam obtained from BNL Experirnent 788 and it

indicates that there is a low level process, rnore complicated than the simple

statistical fluctuations of the photornultiplier tubes and electronics occurring.

This behavior limits the identification power of this type of detector. Thus the

required background rejection level of 10-a for the experirnents cannot be met

by tirne-of-flight alone; hence, the employment of the back Õerenkov detector.
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3.2 Neutron TOF Detectors

Neutron tinie-of-flight detectors serve two purposes similar to those of charged

particle identification time-of-flight detectors though they differ in their appli-

catiou. Firstly, the neutron tirne-of-flight detectors must detect the neutrons.

This is uot as sirnple a matter as detecting charged particles. Secondi¡ the

neutron tirne-of-fliglrt detector is used to determine the velocity and hence en-

ergy of the neutrolt as opposed to using time-of-flight for particle identification

where the rnomenturn of the charged particle is known. The mechanism by

which neutrons are detected is different from that of charged-particle detection.

Due to its lack of cha^r'ge there is no iouization by the neutron itself. Neutron

detection relies upon the detection of the secondary charged particles produced

iu interactions of the neutron. In organic plastic scintillators, which are just hy-

drocarbou compounds, neutrons are detected through interactions such a.s n-p
elastic scattering in which the recoiling protou causes the scintillation, (n,np)

scattering ou carbon and in inelastic n - C scattering (n i- C --+ n * C + ù
where the photon may be detected by Cornpton scattering off electrons, arnong

others (rnore details will be given in a later section). fn contrast to charged-

particles, where the detection efficiency of scintillators is virtually I00% as long

as the charged-particle passes through the scintillator thereby causing ioniza-

tion in the scintillator, neutrons are not so readily detected since they do not

directly ionize. A rough value for the detection efficiency of energetic (> few

MeV) neutrons in ordinary scintillator is <2% per centimetre traversed.

Neutron time-of-flight detectors serve both to detect neutrons and deter-

nrine their energy. The kinetic energy, T, of. a particle is simply the differ-

ence between the total euergy @ - -yrnc2) and its rest energy (Eo: mcz):

T : (l - I)mc2, where 7 : [1 - pr]-i, p : i, u is the particle velocit¡ and

c is the speed of light in vacuum. For a time-of-flight 7 over a distance d,
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T: {tI- *fI _ t}*r' . If.r and d are statistically independent then the

error in kinetic energy (ø7) is related to the error in r (o,) and the error in d

(ø¿) l:y:

o2, : (#)' .?* (#)' ",
(t"þ'*"')'l#.#l

(2)

(3)

Therefore,

o7
l": ,'orn"1f 4 +fi

(4)

As the last equation dernonstrates, the energy resolution varies as the cube of

tlre energy that is detertniued by time of flight. However, for ? K Eo as is the

case for the neutrons in Experiment 813 (6 < T < 100 MeV)

T rr t*zor : 2r(r + äru. #rí3.#
itN *13+#, rKEo.

(5)

3.3 Practical Aspects of Scintillating TOF detectors

Scintillating time-of-flight detectors can be divided into two general types: in-

beam and out-of-beam. As appropriately described by their narnes in-beam

detectors are physically located to intersect the bearn before it hits an experi-

mental target and thus are usually srnall in size, while out-of-beam detectors are

usually physically outside of the beam and are used to detect reactiou products

escaping from the target. These may cover a large solid angle and, in order to
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have a reasonable flight length to the detector, out-of-beam detectors tend to

be relatively large. Generally, both types are composed of arrays of identical,

independent modules that are placed side by side with adjacent modules over-

lapping a srnall amount so that there are no cracks which particles may pass

through without traversing the active part of the detector. Also, the modules

are viewed by two photomultiplier tubes, one at each end in order to produce

reliable tiuring information since the tirning deduced at each end is dependent

uporì the position at which the light is produced in the scintillator. The ligtrt

from the scintillator, owing to the usual geometry of the end of the scintillator

not being the correct shape or size to effectively couple to the photomultiplier

tube, is trausrnitted frorn the end of the scintillator to the photomultiplier tube

via a light guicle. The next section will briefly discuss light guides and will

be foilowed by a brief discussion orl timing. Organic plastic scintillators r,¡/ere

discussed earlier (Section 2.4.3).

3.4 Light Guides

Light gr"rides or light pipes are usually rnade from optically transparent acrylic

plastic whic.h may be machined ancl liolished quiie readily. The index of re-

fraction of acrylic plastic is 1.51-1.54 which is suitably close to that of plastic

scintiilators (generally -1.58) so as to allow almost all of the scintillation light

to pass through the interface when the iight guide is o1>tically glued to the

scintillator. (The optical ceurent used to glue the two also has an index of re-

fraction close to that of plastic scintiilator). This material rnay also be bent and

twisted into a great nunber of shal>es when it is heated until soft. To optically

couple a wide and thin scintillator of rectangular cross-section to the circular

cross-section of a photornultiplier tube face a geornetric transformation along the

Iiglrt guide nrust occur. This is accornplished either bV 0 a bi-wedge shaped
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L¡ght guide

Scintitlator

Figtrre 13: (a) Fish-tail type ligh.t guide. (b) Twisted-strip light guide.

frustum in which the corners of the scintillator end are translaied into a regular

cross-section which is connected to tlr.e photornuliipiier tube or by (ii)a number

of strips of rectangular cross-section which cover the end of the scintillator ancl

are twisted and positioned so as to forrn a square cross-section when stacked

together at the other end of the strips. The former is comrnonly referrecl to as

a fisir-iail type of light guicle; the latter a twisted-strip light guide. Figure 13

shows sarnl>les of both iypes of clevices.

For liglit collection efficiency, the cross-sectional area of the optically cou-

irled scintillator encl should be less than or equal to size of the sensitive area

of the 1>hotornultil>lier tube ancl the area transforrnation of the tight guicle from

the scintillator to the photornultiplier tube should be of constant cross-section

all along ihe length of the light guicle. This would ensure tirat rnost of the light

travelling through the clevice is collected by the photomultiplier tube. The sec-

oncl criterion above is due to Garwin [33] who showecl that uncoliirnated light

travelling through a light guide cannot be concentrated into a srnaller area at its
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output. If tlie entrance area of the light guide were A; and the output area Ao

with Ao ( A¿ then, at most, * "f 
the lighi would exit the light guide. The best

Iight conductance that can be achieved is with light guides of constant cross-

sectional area. Such light guides are called adiabatic. However, if the twists

in the strips are too severe light will be lost through the sides of the strips.

Massam [34] showed this tlirough modelling the light collection process through

twisted strips: To retain 95% light transmission any bends in the light guide

should have a bending raclius no less than eight times the thickness of the strip.

In situations where the twistecl strips are all the sarne length, which is important

for timing applications, the ligirt guide is called isochronous.

Liglit collection can be irnproved with the use of certain light collection

cones. For instance, the Winston cone [35] can select light up to a designed

maximum angle relative to the optical axis to enter the photomultiplier tube.

Its shape, length and exit radius are uniquely determined by the radius of the

photocathc¡cle ancl the desirecl maximurn angle at which liglit is selected.

3.5 Timing of TOF Detectors

Out-of-beam TOF detectors are typically arrays of relatively long and narrow

scintillatiort c.ounters viewed by a PMT at each end to reduce timing uncertain-

ties ancl to give coarse position resolution. Position along the length of the bar

uray lte cletermiuecl by the tilne difference betrveen the PMT signals at each end

of the bar as discussed later. The output frorn each PMT is usually split, resis-

tively, iuto two branches with one branch input to an analog to digital converter

and the other branch connected through a discrilninator to the STOP input of

a tirne to digital converter. The analog to digital converter (ADC) rneasures

the size of the sigual by cliarge integration while the time to digital converter

(TDC) rneasures the time difference between two signals - START and STOP
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signals.

The STARI signal of the TOF TDC is typically from a cletector upstream

of tire target in the beal¡r. The timing of charged particles in the beam can be

easily deduced by having two or more timing detectors upstream of the target

where the tirne-of-flight over a known distance for the sarne particle can be mea-

surecl. The tirning of outgoing charged particles and neutrons from reactions

in the experiurental target is more involved since the beam charged particles

deterr:.rine the start signal and different reaction product particles provides the

stop signal. In the case of outgoing charged particles, a series of two out-of-

beam timing detectors may be used to determine tirne-of-flight from their time

difference. This will not work for ueutrons, however, due to both its low detec-

tiou prol>aìrility and high scattering probability when it does interact. But by

collecting the appropriate data, the vertex tirning and position inforrnation of

the reactiorì may be calculatecl and hence the time-of-flight and fliglrt lengths

may be clerived for both neutrons ancl chargecl particles.

3.6 Discriminators

In orcler tc-¡ clerive precise timing infomration from PMTs the raw signals from

the PMT anocles must be convertecl into logic pulses ancl this is clone with dis-

critniuators. In timing applications, the type of discriminator used can have a

great inflrtence on the results achieved. Discriminators select appro¡rriate ana-

log detector signals ancl generate logic pulses if tlie detector signal exceeds a

threshold voltage.

There are two types of cliscrinrinators that are widely usecl in uuclear and

particle physics; leading edge ancl constant fraction. Leading edge discrimina-

tors are the simirlest type. Logic irulses are derivecl from the tiure that input

1>ulses cross a thresholcl level. For analog pulses of nearly constant risetirne and
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PMT anode pulses

Llr resìr ol <l

ìevel

Figure 14: Walk i,nduced 'i,n the logi,c si,gnal of a leaddng edge d,iscrirninator by

pul.ses of different amplitude.s.

anU)litude the walk of the logic pulses '"¡/ill be small; however, if the input pulses

have ever: a Dloclerate dynamic range a large walk effect would be induced (Fig-

ure 14). Fortunately, the walk can be corrected for as described by Braunschweig

et al 136) by fitting the time walk of a TOF PMT signal to the relation

t-to:vr(L-+l'\vø J")
wlrere t - ts is tlie time walk of a signal of pulse height a, a6 is sorÌre reference

pr.rlse height a:ncl W is a, constant fittecl to the TOF walk clistribution of the

ec¡uation.

Constant fraction discriminators, in contrast, 1>rovide tirning logic signals

of very little walk for analog pulses of constant risetime and wicle dynamic range.

This is accomplished by deriving the logic signal from the point when the analog

signal reaches a certain constant fraction of its maximuur arnplitude. Figure 15

illustrates the signal processing of a constant fraction discriminator. The input

signal is split in two ancl then processed such that an attenuated signal of the
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Figure 15: S(;etch of the operation of a constant fraction discriminator: (o)

the original PMT anode.signal, (b) attenuøted signal, (r) inaerted and, delayed,

signal, (d) the bipolar signal from the sum of b o,nd c. The logic pulse,is d,eriaed

from the zero-cro.c.si,ng tirne T.

original is adcled to an inverted delayed input signal with clelay larger than the

risetirne of the original signal. The zero-crossing of the resulting bipolar pulse

theu occurs at a coustant fraction of the inliut pulse ireight.

In aclclitiou to walk, a factor that affects the timing of disc¡iminators is

jitter u'hich is caused by the electronic noise or statistical fluctuations in the

fomration of the signal iu the cletector. It would show up as surall fluctuating

deviations aclclecl to the PMT signals iu figures 14 and 15. Jitter affects both
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types of cliscriminators.

3.7 Timing Resolution for TOF Scintillation Counters

Consicler the arrangement of TOF counters shown in Figure 16. Suppose that

the timing uucertainty in tire TOF start module is zero. If the TOF stop is

derivecl fi'om a scintiilator l¡ar of length .L, the effective velocity of light in the

scintillator bar is c,¡, and the true tirne of fliglrt of the i>article is z then the

TDC stop times from PMTs A ancl B are

Lt.-,
=1LT¡ : rtLlet aud

Cefl

L _-
TB : rlt*en

Cefl

Tstop : |Q^*r¿
7/L \: ,tr(ç*€A+€B).

(6)

(7)

wlrere €¡,8 àïe quantities that include the transit tirnes of the PMT, jitter, etc.

arrcl contain all the uncertainty of T¡,8. As evident from equations 6 and7,T¡,8

are fuuctions of the position along the bar where the particle passes through.

If tlre avelage of Ta,B is taken for the stop tirne then the position ciependence

disappeals.

(8)

(e)

The second ternr on the right-hancl sicle of equation 9 is the tirne of flight offset

arrcl nrust be cleterurined experimentally. Also the uncertainty in T"¿o, is less

tlran the uncertainty in Ta or T6 alone. The uncertainties a,, and oeB are

statistically indel>endent since PMTs A and B are independent:

OT¿ : Oeo¡ oTe : ora

vrt,- + t''*

eA

1

2
OTstop:
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TOF
start

scintillator

TOF
stop

scintillator

Figrrre 16: Simplif'ed .set up for charged particle time-of-fli,ght measurements

us?,ng scinti,llatzng d,etectors. For si,mplicity, the ti,me-of-fiight start counter is

d,rawn uith only one photomultiplier tube aiewing it and the same charged particle

starts and stops the TDC.
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Call tlris the intrinsic stop resolution of the scintillator module, oTstop : oi'¡:;'^"t".

If we assrrr.Ìe the PMTs A ancl B have sirnilar timing uncertainty, a,¡ t o"p ,

tlren o¿..,o,, = ho,^; i.e. the error in the tirne average stop signal is ft that of

the error from signal in each single PMT.

Now, srlppose that the timing uncertainty in the TOF start moduie is

€ stat t : e6. Tiren if. ta,B are the stop times frour PMTs A and B in this case:

t¡ : T.a - eo and

t6 : Tn-eo

(11)

(12)

ancl

Hence,

JLstop :

:

:

1

,(te + tB)

T"top - €o

, +;(*.,o +,") - €s.

( 13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

otrrop :

That is, fc¡r actual time of fliglrt ureasurellr.ents, the resolutiou of the tirne of

fliglit stop tirne measruecl includes a contril¡ution frorn the timing uncertainty

of the start counter. It is irnportant to take ìroth the start tirne resolution and

tlie stop time resolution into account as the overall time resolution depends on

both.

Consider the timing difference between PMTs A and B:

)r
t¿¿!Í : t.t - tn - T¡ - Ta : ::- ¡ €t - €B

c"J Í
which gives

(18)

(1e)

(o',Tliu"' " ), * o'2,t o, t

1

¡(o!o I o'!r) -f o'!,.
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It is evident that oi';:;''"i" : Ioro,,,.

As urentioned 1>reviously, the position along the bar can be determined by

the differertce between the signals from each encl of the l¡ar: Refering to figure 16

the time difference between the arrival of the scintillation light at each end is

L
r!2L-1-tB: 

*x 
-È::Cefl c efl

2r:
Cefl

is thenThe uncertainty in z

3.8

(20)

(21)

(22)
Cefr

Ç..:-Çavx: - 2 "t¡-tB.

Silicone Rubber Optical Coupling Discs

To ensure that the liglit lost at the optical coupiing between the light guicle and

the photomultiplier tul¡e is kept to a minimurn, an optical coupling material is

usually applied as art interface. Traditionally, the material used for this purpose

has lteen optical quaiity couplant grease. In the recent past, however, optical

coupling material urade from l>liable clear silicone rubber have found favour for

this applicatiou clue to its convenience over grease. This section will discuss the

production of the silicone rubber o1>tical coupling discs rnanufactured to suit the

ltarticular recluiremetrts for such n:.aterials for use in the neutrou time of flight

moclules discussed later'.

The clesired properties for an optical coupling rnaterial include: trans-

Parertcy to the light wavelengths it is to concluct, an index of refractiou close to

those of the two nedia which it c.oui>les, a surface which wets those media (thus

estal¡lishing optical contact), and a non-viscous nature so that it remains where

it was appiied. If the region around the optical joint is not prepared otherwise,

optical grease has a teudency to wick through the air gaps between the light

oPaque wral>1>ing or reflective wrapping, if present, and the light guides and
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scintillator thus ruining the total intemal reflection along the scintillator and

light guides clue to the air being around these surfaces. If not applied carefully

this can be a major disaclvantage in using oirtical grease.

Tire attributes that were desired for the silicone rubber optical coupling

discs fcrr the current purpose were that they completely couple the 5 crn diame-

ter optical joints in the neutron time of fliglrt rnodules where they would be used

and that they wouÌcl be reusable. To test whether coupling discs fulfilled the

former requirement a light guide blank made of 5 cm diar¡reter plexiglas with

both ends exposecl so that the optical joint could be viewed and a photomulti-

plier tube ancl base assetnbly used in the neutron arrays were ernployed. The

GHC photomultil>lier base assembly, shown in figure 37, had a spring loaded

coupling urechanism which appliecl a relatively small amount of pressure at the

photornultiplier tube face to he\> kee¡> the optical contact at the coupling joint.

The optical couirling disc had to be pliable enough to couple the joint under this

Pressru e.

Three clifferent types of silicone products v/ere experirnented witÌr to rnake

the cliscs: I hsy v¡s¡s Geueral Electric RTV 615 silico'e ru6'er, Dow Co*ring

Sylgard 184 silicone rubber, ancl Dow Corning Sylgard 527 silicone gel. The last

1>roduct prodr.rcecl material uurch softer than the first two which r,¡/ere cornpa-

rable in harclness. All three 1>roducts come in two comporìerìt kits with room

tenrperature curing times of 24 hours for SylgaÀ 527 and about 7 days for the

others when mixecl as instructed; however, after 24 hours the RTV 615 and

Sylgarcl 184 will h.ave curecl sufficiently to allow hanclling. Shorter curing times

could be achievecl witli elevated temperatures. Some of the pro¡rerties of the

above proclucts are listecl in table 10. The RTV 615 compound had previously

been usecl for optical liglrt pipe joints in a barrel calorimeter system [37]. There

a 35 to 1 base to curing agent ratio was usecl with success to make 2" diarneter

discs 3-6 mm thick. The Sylgarcl 184 compouncl was used to make o1>tical joinis
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I'able 10: 5 ,rne properties of the si,li,cone prod,ucts

Product Suggested

Mixing Ratioö

ï¿a Cure Time

@ room ternp.

RTV 615

Sylgard 184

Sylgard 527

10to1

10to1

1to1

1.406

7.43

r.407

6-7 days

7 days

24 }rt's

oinclex of refractionòresin to curing agent or base t,o hardener

for a calorimeter for BNL Experirnent 787 [38]. A base to hardener ratio of 1 to

2 was used.

Three techniques \Ã/ere experimentecl with to cast the discs. The first tech-

uique was similar to that used in reference [37] as the silicone was poured into

uroulcls uracle by clamping plexiglas sheets of *r" and $" thicknesses that had

2" holes, machined ancl polished, onto a $" thick plexiglas sheet. A thin mylar

sheet (0.001" thick) was placed in between the plexiglas plates to facilitate easy

removal of the discs. In tlie second technique, the silicone was cast directly onto

the photomultiplier tul,-: face. A mould was created on top of the photornulti-

plier tube face ìry attaching a strip of invisible' cellophane tape to form a ring

arouncl the circumference of the tul¡e that extencled frour ltetween ft" and |"
beyoud the encl. The thircl techniciue was similar to tlie seconcl and only cliffered

in that insteacl of the photomultiplier tube itself a $" thick plexiglas puck with

a ring of invisil>le' cellophane tape around it was used as a moulcl.

All three products were used to cast saurples with the first technique.

Mixing ratios varying from l¡etween 10 to 1 ancl 45 to 1 base to curing agent

were cast fcx'both RTV 615 ancl Sylgarcl 184 ancl curecl at room ternperature.

Con'esponding sanl>les with the same mixing ratio irad about the same flexibility

aud courl>ressibility for tlie two proclucts. The 10 to 1 ratio samples were quite
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hard aucl uot very compressible. When inserted into the coupling tester only a

small fraction of the area of the photormrltiplier tube face was opticaliy coupled.

Samples of 45 to 1 ancl 40 to 1 ratios were much softer and more flexible than the

10 to 1 ratio saml>les but were still uurch too incompressible to achieve complete

optical coupling in the GHC test base. Higher base to hardener ratios were not

testecl as the Sylgard 527 tests showed rnuch more promise for producing a useful

optical coul>ling clisc.

Sylgarcl 527 samples with base to hardener ratios varying through l to 1

and 1 to 6 were also cast using the first tecirnique. Sar:rples with ratios greater

tlran ap1>roximately 7 to 2 were irnpossible to renove from the rnylar sheets

intact ancl sarnples with ratios less than approxirnately 1 to 6 did not solidify

completely - probably clue to excess hardener. The remairring samples were

testecl by coupling them in the GHC test base. None cornpletely coupled the

photomultiplier tul¡e face but as expected the softer higher ratio samples did

couple mol'e area than the harcler lower ratio samples.

Atteml>ts to make a suitable disc witli the second and third techniques did

not fully succeed. AII the coupling cliscs uracle from casting directly onto the

photormrltiplier tube face were in fact irrernovaltly bonded to the fused silica

of the tube face for the three silicone compounds. In contrast, all of the discs

cotrlcl be rerttovecl courpletely or mostly intact, if done carefully, from the tape

ancl plexiglas puck uroulcls. As above the RTV 615 and Sylgarcl 184 compounds

were much too iucompressil>le as Ìù/ere tire Sylgard 527 sarnl>les with base too

lrardener ratios of less than al>out 2 to 1; however, Sylgard 527 samples with l to
1 and 1 to 1.5 ratios where able to completely optically couple the 2" diameter

joint area. Unfortunately, there were two relatecl problems with these cliscs:

they were <luite clelicate ancl tliey \¡/ere very tacky. A rub across the surface of

these cliscs with a finger resultecl in pits being fomred. In acldition, if Sylgard

527 sarnplè cliscs of ratios greater than about 1 to 2.5 nracle in the tape and
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plexiglas uroulcls were lefi in contact with the photomultiplier tube face for a

day or rÌr.ore it woulcl perm.altently boncl witli it.

Witli the previous infonnation, it was apparent that in order to fabricate

o1>tical coul>ling discs that were both effective and reusabie frorn the above

silicone proclttcts it would be necessary to make them with a tougher, harcler

outsicle surface ancl a softer, easily compressil>le inner core of Sylgard b2Z. Such

discs were macle in the ta¡>e and plexiglas rnoulds by casting three layers of

silicone gel or rubber - the first layer (bottom) and the third layer (top) were

harcler than the second layer (micldle). Ex1>erirnents using RTV 615 to forrn

the outer layers proved to be unsuccessful as such discs when rernovecl from the

uroulcls woulcl curl ttp significantly with the bottorn layer quite plano-convex ancl

the top layer complimentarily plano-concave. Outside layers made from sylgarcl

527 produced cliscs with no such l>roblern.

Silicone optical coul>ling discs which met the design ol>jectives were pro-

duced with Sylgarcl527 in ta1>e and plexiglas rnoulds about |" thick. The outside

layers coulcl Jre made from -1 g of the silicone gel with base to hardener ratios

between about 1 to 3 and 1 to 4 while the insicle iayer could be rnacle frorn -3.0-
3.5 g of silicone gel with base to hardener ratio between about 5 to 4 a¡rd 1 to 1.

Sucli discs completely corq>led the 2" diameter photornultiplier tube and light

guicle joint area in the GHC base ancl could removecl ancl reused if they have ¡ot
'been 

cou¡>lecl too long (if coul>led for more than a few weeks or rnonths so¡re of

the discs boucl permarÌently to the photomultiplier tul>e face but the silicone gel

may be scrapecl off.) The transmission coefficient as a function of wavele¡gth

for a satultle clisc is shown in figure 17. The transmission curve lnatches the

characteristic light outpttt of plastic scintillators very well as it transrnits light

of wavelengtlis into the ultraviolet whereas most plastic scintillators ernit iight

at optical frerluencies.
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The /{+ Time of Flight \Mall

The ,Ií+ tinie of fliglrt wall stand and the individual scintillator modules were

designecl in a manner such that it was possiìrle to change the orientation of the

entire arlay relative to the 48D48 spectrorneter magnet if the need ever arose.

Figure 18 shows possible trajectories out of the rnagnet for charged particles

of varying rttorttenturn ancl vertical scattering angles. The angle of the plane

iu which tlie sciutillator bars lay could be adjustecl so that any future changes

coulcl be more easily accommodated.

4.L Scintillation Counter Modules for /t + Time of Flight

Hodoscope Wall

The indiviclual rnodules that cornprise the -I{+ time of fliglrt wall are now de-

scribecl. Each moclule is made up of a iong block of BC-408 plastic. scintillator

of climensions 5 x 8.5 x 200 cm3 with Hanam.atsu H1949 photomulti¡rlier tubes

viewing through the two ends. The photomultiplier tube at each end was at-

tachecl to the scintillator by a machinecl polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipe socket

(2" Scheclule 40 socket-socket cou¡rling) which was glued directly onto the scin-

tillator. The ¡z-metal magnetic shield housing of the PMT and voltage divider

assemìrly was inserted into the PVC coupling socket wirich protruded altout

40 mur from the encl of the scintillator and held with set screws (see Figure 19).

To protect the encl of tlie scintillator a 5 mm thick disc of ultraviolet transrnit-

ting (UVT) plexiglass was glued with optical cement onto the scintillator encl

inside the PVC coupling; the PMT was then o¡rtically coupled to this through a

silicone rubber clisc. The scintillator bars were wra¡rpecl in uon-reflecting rigid

black vinyl ancl black vinyl electrical ta1>e. Over each scintillator - PVC coupliug

joint was 1>lac.ecl a pre-rÌrouldecl piece of heat-shrink tubing, shaped to fit snugly
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TOF wall

Figtrre !8: Simulated trajectories of 1.25 and 1.5 GeV/c positiuely charged, par-

ti,cle.s thro'uglt the /8D18 spectrometer d,ipole.

Dipole

target
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Figure 19: The photomultiplier tube coupling to

flontu"t a'ea of optical epoxy for PVC "ouptinll

the scintillator.

plexiglass disc
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over nÌost of the PVC coupling and -7-8 cm of the end of tire scintillator. The

moulded tubing was quite stiff and strong and served to hold the joint together

if the glue joint were to fail.

Inserted inside the light tight wrapping of each of the modules is a fibre

optic liglit guide that was positioned so that it centred along the length and

across the 8.5 cm face of the scintillator. These fibres are part of a laser based

system which monitored the performance of rnany of the scintillating counters

over tinle. The heart of the system is a pulsed nitrogen laser which produces

ultraviolet light at a wavelengtli of 337.1 nm. The light frorn this laser is split

and is routed to the scintillators through the ultraviolet transmitting fibres. This

type of monitoring system provides an ideal signal since the plastic scintillator

reacts to the ultraviolet light similar to the manner in which it reacts to charged

particles. (However, there were problerns with the reliability of the laser that

was used during the 1991 run.)

By supporting the modules at the protruding ends of the PVC couplings

in a routtcl clamp, it was then possibie to position the module at an arbitrary

angle with respect to its long axis. Several different epoxy adhesives were tested

for their strength in fastening PVC to polyvinyltoluene (PVT) based scintillator

- the sanìe base rnaterial of BC-408. It was found that the Nuclear Enterprises

NE 581 Optical Cement cornmonly used in glueing light ¡ri1>es to scintillator

lvì/as as strong as any of the other adhesives wher:. used to join small 0.5 square-

incli PVC to PVT saml>les. A prototype of the PVC coupling with the notch

machined through one end was then glued to a piece of scintillator with S x

8.5 cm2 cross-sectiou using the NE 581 optical cement. The shear strength of

the prototyire joint was neasured to be approximately 200 kg before failure.

The density of BC-408 is 1.032 g/cm3 hence the mass of one of the bars is about

8.5 kg (5x8.5x200 crn3 x 1 g/crr3) which is supported at the PVC couplings

at each end. Thus the strength of tlie NE 581 optical cement joint was rnore
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than adequate to support the bars.

The notches in the PVC couplings were cut to fit the 5 cm nominal thick-

ness of the bars. This dimension varied quite a bit away from 5 cm for individual

bars as these faces of the bar were cast, not machined, when they were fabri-

cated. The actual thickness varied from 4.95 cm to 5.28 cm. To ensure a proper

fit with no large gaps to fill with cement, the PVC couplings had their notches

machined to uratch the thickness of the bars. The surface finish of the long 5 cm

wide sides varied significantly between the scintillator bars. Originaily, these

sicles were to be polished to an optical quality finish; however, the manufacturer

tnade a mistake ancl did not polish these surfaces. There was insufficient time

to return the scintillators to Bicron to have them polished and to have the array

completed before the start of the ex¡reriment in early i991. Even so, the sides

\Ã/ere reportedly diamond rnilled by Bicron and diamond milled scintillator sur-

faces have been shown to give results close to that of polished surfaces. Some

of the scintillators dicl have quite a good rnachined surface appeara¡rce and re-

flected light quite well when they were viewed through their ends with the eye;

however, rnany of the scintillators had sides of poor quality tliat did not reflect

liglit well when they were viewed through the end. The scintillator bars with the

better quality sides were i>laced at the rniddle locations on the array while the

bars with the poorer quality sides were placed at the upper and lower locations

of the array.

4.2 The Stand

The stand for the scintillator bars is shown in figure 20. The detector plane is

adjustable between 10" and 20" from vertical in a direction towards the 48D48

rnagnet. It is currently set at 15.0o. The scintillator modules are arranged in

two planes 9 cm al>art with adjacent bars in different planes (figure 27) to allow
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for overlap of coverage between the front and back bars so that no area was left

uncovered and charged-particles could not sneak through any cracks. The two

planes also allowed for the rotation of the rnodules about their long axis.

The array design allows the individual modules to be positioned such that

kaons going through the spectrorneter and which liit the back time of flight

array will impinge upon the modules approximately perpendicular to their front

(for kaons near the centre between the two ends). This geometry minimizes the

variation in path lengths through the scintillator, which in turn reduces pulse

height spread and timing walk.

4.3 Determination of the Module Pitch Angles

To detennine the pitch angles at which to orient the scintiliators, simulations of

appropriate outgoin g K+ from the experimental target through the spectrome-

ter to the tirne of flight array were carried out. The expected .I{+ momenta and

trajectories of iuterest for both the LH2lLD2 and L3He experirnents were propa-

gated through a rneasured field rnap of the spectrometer dipole which had large

fringe fields. Table 11 lists the expected angles for .I{+ of interest for positions

along the array within the vertical acceptance of the spectrorneter.

The graph in figure 22 plots the expected .I(+ angles against the position

along the array. The actual bar angles were taken from the linear fit shown.

To ensure cornplete coverage of the time of flight wall area the support

structure for the mc¡dules was designed in the following rnanner: In the front

plane of the array the moclules 
"Ã¡ere 

positioned so that their centres rü/ere 16.0 cm

apart with al>propriate pitch angles. Then the rnodules in the back plane were

aligned, with appropriate pitch angles, so that the gaps between the modules

in the front plane r,¡/ere cornpletely covered by them for incoming .I{+ at the

expected angles. The 8.5 cm width of the scintillators provided some overlap of
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Figure 20: The K+ time of flight wall stand.
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I'able 77: Predzcted K es a,t back t'ime o wall

distance

along

wall",

s (cm)

L3He

target"

(pr** : 1.4 - 1.8 GeY lc)

d (')

LH2lLD2

targetö

(p** : 7.25 GeV lc)

0 (")

T2

50

100

150

200

250

270

11.1

13.9 - 15.3

17.6 - 19.5

21.4 - 23.2

25.3 - 27.7

30.0 - 30.9

32.4

28.0

31.8

oÐxperirnent 836
òExperiment 813
"from bottom of array
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Figure 22: Pred,icted pitch angles of K+ at BT.

coverage for adjacent rnodules. The positions and angles of the modules in the

array are given in table 12.

4.4 Finger Calibration Detectors

Located directly behincl the long scintillation counter planes are three narrorü¡

calibration scintillation detectors. They are rnade from |" * 1" * !2" BC-4LB

scintillator (Nuclear Enterprise Pilot-U equivalent) eacli viewed by a Hamarnatsu

H3167 photourultiplier tube.

These finger counters are oriented u'ith their long dimension perpendicular

to that of the long dirnension of the tiure of flight l>ars and are rnounted on a

linear track which perurits them to be moved along the vertical span of the

array. The perforltìalìce of the individual modules in the array could thus be

rnonitored at three points defined by a coincidence with these fingers. Figure 23

r-26
s

oo
a; uu

ÞfJ

o18

74

10

L¡He target

LHt/LD, LargeL

intercept= 10.23+ 0.46
slope = 0.083 + O.OOZ '/crn
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Table 72 K+2: Kt tzme of lTzoht arrau mod.ule nositt
leumod

number
distance

along array, s

(cm)

angleo,
0

l")

effective
angleö,

0"t I
(")

1

,
.1

4

5

6

7

8
o

10

i1
I2
13

T4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
t,
23

24
25

26

27

28
,0
30
31

32
.l 'J

34

35

36
,7 I

38

39

40
41

4.25
12.21

20.25
28.31
36.25
44.37
52.25
60.37
68.25
76.48
84.25
92.70
100.25
1 08.80
116.25
124.94
132.25

141.08
148.25

157.18
164.25

173.49

1 80.25
r89.72
1 96.25
205.87
212.25
222.04
228.25
238.25
244.25
254.65
260.25
27r.00
276.25
287.22
292.25
303.49
308.25
3 i 9.88
324.25

10.6
r1.2
11.9
12.6
t3.2
13.9
14.6

15.2
15.9
16.6
17.2
17.9
r 8.5
19.3
19.9
20.6
2r.2
2t.9
22.5
23.3
23.9
24.6
25.2
26.0
26.5
¿t.,7
27.8
28.6
29.2
30.0
30.5
31 .3

31.8
32.7
33. l
34.r
34.5
35.4
35.8
36.8
37.1

-4.4
-3.8
-3. i
-2.4
-1.8
-1.1
-0.4
0.2
0.9
1.6

2.2
2.9

3.5
4.3
4.9
5.6
6.2
6.9
7.5
8.3
8.9
9.6
10.2
11.0
11.5
t2.3
12.8
13.6
14.2

15.0
15.5
16.3
16.8
17.7
18.1

19.1

19.5
20.4
20.8
21.8
22.1

I

ons.

"angle relative to vertical
óvertical angle relative to array angle,0"¡¡ = g - 15"
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Figure 24: Schemati,c of the I{+ tirne of fl,i,ght uall electronics.

shows the orientation of the fingers with respect to the scintillator array. They

ale curlerìtly positioned with the centre finger directly behind the middle of the

2 m length of the iime-of-flight modules and the other two 30 cm to either side of

the centre finger. Each finger üìay be adjusted within - t8 crn frorn its present

horizontal position.

4.5 Electronics

The ¡>liotomultiplier tubes monitoring the tirne of fliglit scintillators are con-

nectecl to ADCs and TDCs. Signals frorn the photomultiplier tubes are split,

passively, resulting in ,o! of the original signal fed iuto the ADCs and I of the

original signal fed into the constant fraction discriminators which, in turn, are

conrrected to the TDCs. (See figure 24a:nd table 13.) Two different TDCs are

used to measure the timing signals. The l{inetics F432-401 TDCs provide a

fine timing resolution of 25 ps/channel. The Lecroy FERA/FERET are very

fast conversion time TDCs (finest resolution of 50 ps/channel) which carì pro-
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I'able 13: Some specz.fications of the K+ time of fl,iqllt arrau electronics

CFD:

Phillips 715 - 5 c]rarnels

- 100 MHz throughput

- + 75 ps time walk, iypically

(these CFDs do not have an adjustable

zero crossing cornperìsation network)

Discr. Lecroy 4413

these are leading edge d,isct

| - 16 channels

| - ttO MHz max. throughput
I

| - burst guard and updating modes

'iminators

TDCs: I{inetics F432-401 - 64 channels

- 12 bit resolution

- 25 ps rninirnurn LSB (Least

Significant Bit)

- conlnlon STOP

- <300 p,s conversion tirne

Lecroy 43008/610 & 4303

FERA/FERET (Fast

Encoding ancl Readout

ADC and TDC)

- 16 input 11 bit ADC & 16 input

time- to- charge converter

- 50 ps/channel resolution

- cornilr.on START or STOP

- 8.5 ¡ls conversion time, typically

ADC: Lecroy 1885F 96 channels

15 bit resolution

50 fC sensitivity

8 event buffer

265 p.s conversion tiure
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vide timing data that is fast enough to be used in a second level trigger. Both of

the TDCs work with ECL logic signals which are derived from Camac 4413 dis-

criminators which regenerate the CFD NIM signals and output ECL signals. In

order to achieve better timing characteristics, the signal cables from the photo-

urultiplier tubes in the experiraental area to the CFDs located in an electronics

trailer were kept to a rniniural but equal length to reduce degradation of the

signals. hl addition, low clispersion coaxial cable was used to connect the PMT

signals from the signal cable patch panel on the array frame to the splitters

in the trailer which housed the electronics. The delay cables needed to allow

for the processing of the data acceptance triggers were wired l¡etween the CFD

outputs and the ECL-out discrirninators. Aside from converting the NIM CFD

signals to ECL, the 4413 discrirninators restore fast rise times of the signals, lost

to dispersion in tlie delay cable, before being fed to the TDCs

4.6 A Cursory Look at the Second Level Tligger

A large source of background which triggers the data acquisition systern is

(1{-,p) scattering in the target. These events are not a problern in tenns of

possible misinterpretation as fI particle production but are a large problern in

that tliey may overburden the data acquisition system ancl cause interesting

events to be missed. Also, it is not desirable to have large numbers of these

uuinterestiug eveuts recorcled onto the data tapes as it woulcl impede the data

analysis. A sec.ondary trigger derived from information from the drift chamber

inside the spectrometer magnet (FD3) aud the .I{+ tirne of fligtrt array (BT)

can be used to reduce the nurnber of scattered proton events put to tape. This

trigger was irnplernented for the last part of the 1997 LH2lLD2 target run. The

primary level trigger for exiting 1{+ frorn the target which go through the spec-

tronteter was that the forward and back Cerenkov detectors do not fire ancl that
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44D48
specLlonteter

rnagtìet

Figure 25: Erarnple of a higlter mornentum, 2.1 GeV/c, proton (top) impinging

at the sarne BT position as lower momentum K+, 1.8 GeV/c (rniddle) and

1./ GeV/c (bottom), witlti.n about 0.5 ns.

the rear scintillation cletectors do fire, all in coincidence (Bõ' f'õ. f'p . BP . BT).

This rather loose definition of the primary level trigger for outgoing .l'i+ allows

for scatterecl protous to initiate the trigger. The second level trigger rnakes use

of the relationship between the position ancl time of flight to BT and the posi-

tion of the particle when it passed through FD3 inside the magnet. Generally

protorts ancl liaons with apl>roximately the same tirne of flight (within - 0.5 ns)

to a certaiu module in BT will have quite different trajectories through tire spec-

trometer. For exarnpie, consider the situation in figure 25 where a proton a¡d a

kaou strike the sallìe BT module with about the same tirne of fligtrt. A proton

with a higher mornenturn than the kaon can have the sarne tiure of flight as the

kaon. But the proton will have a trajectory with a shallower bend and shorter

flight path length tlirough the s1>ectron:.eter which will rneau that it traverses
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FD3 at a higher vertical position than the kaon. Along a similar line, this holds

for all the modules in the BT array. Thus a series of rnaps of the FD3 active area

can be made which could be used to distinguish between protons from kaons for

known Ìrit positious and times of flight by cÌrecking the region where the particle

passed through FD3. Esseutially, the trigger is generated after a iow level test

like this.

4.7 Calibration of the Array

A calibration run of the -Ii+ time of flight array was done early in the startup of

Experimeni 813 in May, 1991. The calibration was accomplished by reversing

the field of the 48D48 spectrometer magnet from its norrnal operating mode in

order to bencl the beam up into the array. By varying the magneiic field of the

dipole and selecting suitable rnomenta for the bearn it was possible to sweep the

beam vertically across the rnoclules in the array. As this calibration run lvr/as

done during the first few days of beam on the totally new bearnline, a good

-K- tune was not available. The beaur consisted mostly of. r- and only a few

per cent 1{-. More .K- than rvì¡as present in the bearn at the tiure would have

been useful. The data acceptance trigger was the coincidence of several of the

scintillating detectors including the finger counters; specifically, the coincidence

of IT.FP.BP.BS where any one of the modules in IT, FP, BP, or BS was Ìrit.

The finger courtters dicl not extend up far enough to cover moclules 39 and 40 in

the array for this calil¡ration. These calibration runs rü/ere done in two sessions.

Tire first took data for the bottom half of the array with a beam momenturn of

1.8 GeV/c while the second took data for the top half at a bearn rnornenturn

of 1.0 GeY I c. The finger counters v/ere rnoved by two array rnodules at a time

- althougÌr the fingers could cover three rnodules cornpletely at one time -
and the beam was steerecl by the spectroureter rnagnet to intersect the fingers.
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Also, tire beam was defocused horizontally so that the bearn particles would

pass through tlie area defined by the three finger counters. Of the two TDC

types monitoring the array, ouly the Kinetics F432-401 TDCs were installed at

the time of this calibration; thus there v/as no calibration of the FERA/FERET

TDCs for these runs.

A second opportunity to obtain calibration data for BT occurred when

the lucite Õerenkov detector was installed irart way into the run time. Data to

calibrate tlie FERA/FER^ET TDCs was taken at this time as well as additional

data for the other TDCs. The data triggers for tiris calibration run were '7rur'

ancl 'zr.I{' triggers which were defined mainly by the Õerenkov detectors. ('nK'

signifies a pion inciclent on the target and a kaon out through the spectrometer.)

The finger counters were not utilized during tliis caliliration run and the beam

was focused tightly as for norrnal operation so that the beam spot intersected

the middle of the modules in the array with minimal dispersion.

Various tirning constants were detenninecl by the calibration. These in-

cludecl, for each module, the time of flight offsets - the difference between what

is output by the TDCs ancl the true time of flight - and the tirne difference

offsets - the difference betweeu the TDC outputs for either end of the modules.

The calibration also checked the performance of the modules of the array. The

offsets are due to anything in the signal path frorn the photomultiplier tube to

the TDC, which affects the tirning of the signal: iterns such as the lengths of the

signal cables, the transit ti¡nes of electrons through the photomultiplier tubes

ancl the ltropagation times of the various electrouic devices, anlong other things.

To check if the co:.rstant fraction discriminators did indeed remove tirning

walk due to pulse height variations, plots of the ADC versus TDC values for the

events impinging solne of the rnodules were done. Figure 26a shows a density

box plot of the pulse height against stop time for the right photomultipiier tube
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on module 12. The three data clusters are due to the finger counters present in

the trigger; thus each cluster represents a well defined position along the length

of the scintillator bar. Notice that the data in each cluster does not show a

dependeuce on the pulse height as there is no apparent shift in the TDC values

within tlie ADC rarìge. This rnay be more ol¡vious in figure 26b which shows the

data as a dithering density plot. Similarly, figure 27 shows the independence

of the stop time from irulse height variations in the left photomultiplier tube

in module 12. If leading edge discriminators were used the time walk would

appear as a shift to suraller time values for larger pulse heights. Hence it may

be concluded tliat the timing walk from the constant fraction discriminators is

insignifrcant.

4.7.L Time Difference Offsets and the Effective Speed of Light in the

Modules

The time difference offsets which calibrate the centre position of the scintillator

modules were determined by looking at events where there \Ã/as a coincidence

between the centre finger counter and the individual tire of fight array rnodules.

The calibrated tirne difference between the two ends of the modules at the

ceutre position was defined to be zero and the tirne difference offsets were then

simply taken as tire difference of the right TDC value from the left TDC value,

¿oJJset _¿ ttä¡i",",,"": tt"lt - trigr¿t where left and right are defined by looking into the front

face of the array.

The effective speecl of light, c"¡¡, irt the individual modules r,¡¡as determined

by looking at the time difference spectra for events that were iu coincidence with

the left, centre, and riglrt finger counters. The centroids of the time difference

spectra for the finger coincicle¡rces 'yr/ere then fitted with a straight line to the

respective finger positions. The fit was weighted according to tire number of
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hits in each finger coincidence as the distribution of hits among the three fingers

varied considerably (see figure 28).

Table 14 lists the above calibration constants. With the tirne difference

offsets and the effective speeds of light of the rnodules the hit position along the

scintillator bars may then be determined.

4.7.2 Time of Flight Offsets

The tirne of flight offset is the difference between the time average of the TDC

n'r.easurenlents frorn the two ends of a scintillator module and the actual time

of flight of a particle frour sorne reference point to the rnodule. (Section 3.7,

equation 9.) For the f/ particle search the reference timing comes from the

IT counters. Hence, the calibration is needed to find the difference between

the TDC time average nìeasurements and the actuai time of flight for particles

travelling from IT through the spectrorneter back to BT. The actual time of flight

for particles from IT to BT was determined by dividing the flight path length

by the particle velocities. The path length frorn IT to BT is not constant but

depends on where the bearn particle hits the BT array. Only particles striking

the ceutre of the BT array rnodules were examined for the following to reduce

the path length variations that needed to be considered. The flight path lengths

were esti:.natecl by following bearn particles bent up towards BT through the

tnappecl spectrometer field in a sirnulation. Assurning that the entire rnagnetic

fielcl of the spectrometer scales linearly or nearly linearly as the central field

is varied, the trajectories of charged particles of different mornenta with the

uragnet adjusted so that the particles hit the saur.e position on the array should

be the same. Thus the patli lengths of charged particles to the sanìe position

ou the array would be the sarne regardless of the magnet setting or the bearn

rnornertturtt.
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The path length versus centre position along the array relationship

fitted to a fifth order polynomial with the result, for odd nurnber bars:

patlr length : 72.4+782.2- 0.1787s + 8.516 x 10-as2 - g.BT4x 10-7s3

+2.105 x 10-esa + 4.497 x 10-12ss, (2J)

where s is the distance, in crn, from the array bottom to the centre of the module

and the path length is in crn also. The firsi constant term represents the distance

from IT, the time of flight start, to the target centre and the remaining terms

are the fitted path length parameters which were calculated by taking the start

frorn the target centre. For even number bars which lie 9 cm behind the plane

of the ocld number bars, an additional path length of 9/cos 0"¡¡ cm was added,

wlrere 0"¡¡ are listed in table 12. This was an approximation which assumed

that the beam particles had trajectories near perpendicular to the front face of

the bars. Tal¡le 14 lists the time average offsets and their resolutions.

The time of flight offsets for the Kinetics F432-401 TDCs listecl in table 14

were clerivecl from rnr.rltiplicity orìe data spectra. That is clata from trigger

events where only a single module in the array was hit. This excluded events

where lteam irarticles traversed through two moclules where adjacent modules

overlapirecl. This was done because som.e of the urodules had spectra peaks for

these data - urultiplicity two events in adjacent modules - at anomalously

large separations frorn the multiplicity one peaks. This will be discussed further

in section 4.7.6.

4.7.3 Timing resolutions

Also listecl iu table 14 are the tirne average and tirne difference resolutions for

the individual modules. On average, over all the counters with sufficient events,

the raw tinr.e average resolution was 0.29 t 0.04 ns FWHM and the raw time

difference resolution was 0.43 + 0.04 ns FWHM. These nurnbers do not include
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Table 14: Calibration consto,nts of the K+ time of fl.ight wall modules. (See the
bottom of th.e table for ø key.)

path length: as determined from equation 23
tofs: time of flight offset
tt'l , time clifere¡rce offset of the ends of the module
fwhm¿o¡,¿¿¡

raw: the Full Width at Half Maximum of the timing peak from
the histogram spectrum (25 ps histogram bin width)

fitted: the Full Width ar Half Maximum of [he timing peak from
the width of a Gaussian fitted to it

ce!! effective s¡reed of light in the module
as determined with the finger counters

Kinetics F432-A'01 Lecroy
FERA/F'ERET

module path
length
lcm)

tofs

(n.)

fwhmlo¡
ra* I fitt"d
(n.) I (ns)

L0

lns)

fw
raw
(n.)

rmdr/
I fitt"d
I (n.)

cP 1r

(cmlns)

tofe

(ns)

tstJ
u0

lns)
p 1.8

I
2

ó

4

5

t)

7

I
I
r0
11

L2

13

14

15

l6
17

18

l9
20

21

ieY /c
853.91
861 .52

851.38
859.23
849.28
857.36
847.60
855.92
846.35
854.89
845.52
854.28
845.r2
854. 1 1

845.14
854.35
845.59
855.03
846.47
856, I 4

847.77

13.10
14.57
12.21

10.94
tt.45
10.38
10.83
14.55
14.50
16.24
13.08
14.38
15.01
11.61
11.26
13.03
17.35
16.16
12.62
r5.37
17.28

0.33 I

o.3o I 0..i2
o.¿s I o.¿s
0.25 | o.2s
0.33 I 0.32
0.25 | o.3o
0.2s I 0.30
0.25 I o.Bl
o.2b I o.28
o.2b I o.2s
0.23 I 0.26
0.28 I o.3l
o.Bo I o.Br
0.25 I o.s3
o.2b I o.3r
o.2b I o.s2
o.2B I o.B1
0.33 I 0.38
o.Bo I o.sB
0.30 I 0.33
0.25 I o.Bl

I:l:
cont'rued

-6.35
-J.ðÐ
0.55

-7.95
-.1. f .l

-4.75
- 11.18

6.65
-9.05
-4.45
-6.70
1.75

-4.28
8.18

-3.67
-6.65
4.72
3.53
4.53
t.J'f

4.28

0.50
0.82
0.43
0.43
0.38
0.40
0.50
0.40
0.43
0.40
0.47
0.45
0.47
0.40
0.45
0.45
0.40
0.38
0.43
0.38

0.51
0.55
0.86
0.44
0.44
0.45
0.46
0.50
0.42
0.45
0.42
0.52
0.45
0.45
0.42
0.45
0.42
0.42
0.39
0.51
0.37

:

16.26 + 0.37
16.29 + 0.09
15.93 + 0.12
15.59 + 0.08
i5.92 + 0.04
15.73 + 0.04
16.10 * 0.05
15.58 + 0.04
15.76 + 0.13
15.77 + 0.14
15.77 + 0.09
15.69 + 0.04
15.80 + 0.04
15.60 + 0.03
15.62 + 0.04
15.64 + 0.08
15.70 + 0.04
15.40 + 0.04
15.78 + 0.08
15.27 t 0.07
15.57 + 0.06

:

P=l
15.64
15.58
11.53
15.71

i6.05
15.03
14.25
14.22
t2.r9
13.1 1

13.82
13.43
i 1.19
10.88
12.09
11.i3
12.42
12.55
I 1.84
11.96
12.85

GeV/c
0.05

-3.20
3.85

-3.30
-1.95
-r.25
-3.40
0.05

-2.55
-2.65
- 1.65
-2.85
-2.15
- 1.95
0.85

-3.90
-0.85
-0.80
-2.05
-0.40
2.45
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Table 14: (continued) Calibration constants of the K+ time of flight wall rnodules.

Kinetics F432-A'01 Lecroy
FÐRA/FERET

module path
length
lcm)

tofs

lns)

fw
raw
(".)

û\oJ
fitted
(nr)

16'

(n.)

fw
raw
(n.)

md.¿!

fitted
(trr)

ceJJ

(cmlns)

tofo

lns)

t3"

(nr)
P=1.0

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
.)a

30

3t
32

ÐÐ

34

óð

36
,)t
38

39
40

ieY /c
857.68
849.50
859.65
851.64
862.02
854.19
864.8 1

857.14
868.00
860.47
871.60
864.1 6

875.55
868. I 8

879.79
872.5 r
884.34
877.09
889. I 7

18.08
I7 .78

25.57
15.86
10.99
r 2.63
16.79
17. 18

14.19
14.74

14.54
14.66
18.56
15.80
20.24
15.46
20.89
14.75

-29.93

0.35
0.30
0.33
0.35
0.30
0.30
0.38
0.30
0.33
0.40
0.30
0.23
0.33
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.23

0.34
0.33
0.40
0.31
0.35
0.39
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.4 1

0.34
0.33
0.33
0.34
0.31
0.34

8.70
6.28
0.28
r.20

-4.93
8.88

-0.45
-0.25
.) ctÐ

3.10
-4.97
-2.40
-3.60
-6.55
-2.65

- 10.48
-5.45

0.43
0.45
0.43
0.40
0.40
0.47
0.43
0.45
0.43
0.68
0.50
0.40
0.45
0.40
0.43
0.40
0.38

0.47
0.43
0.45
0.46
0.45
0.48
0.47
0.45
0.45
0.66
0.49
0.45
0.43
0.44
0.45
0.44
0.43

15.52 + 0.13
15.91 + 0.15
15.67 + 0.06
15.65 * 0.0r
15.44 + 0.05
15.40 + 0.14
15.59 + 0.14
15.75 + 0.03
15.43 + 0.07
15.86 + 0.02
15.38 + 0.25
15.72 + 0.12
15.55 + 0.06
15.87 + 0.08
14.97 + 0.02
15.76 + 0.04
15.81 * 0.11

P=1
13.26
11.59
13.54

10.96
11.28
11.51
12.58
11.20
10.77
11.93
12.65
10.84
11.56
12.55

11.02
13.64
11.97
13.27

GeY /c
1.25

- 1.65
-3.20

-1.15
1.05

-0.70
-1.40
0.00
0.15

-3.05
-r.55
-r.25
-2.65
-3. 10

- 1.05
-1.15
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the results from moduies 3 and 31 which have worse resoltion due to bad timing

in one of the photornultiplier tubes in the modules. The time average resolutions

have folded into therr the time of flight start resolution of the IT counters. On

close insPection, it can ìre noticed that the resolutions of the modules in the

bottorn half of the array were sornewhat better than those for the top half of

the array. This was an artefact of tlie momentunr. spread in the beam and the

two different l¡eam mornenta used to calibrate the two halves of the array ancl

was not due to intrinsic differences between the upper and lower modules. The

rneasured rnomentum spread in the bearn was dp/p : 5To FWHM. At a beam

rnonretum of 1.8 GeYf c, this mornenturn spread led to a tirne of flight spreacl

of -8 1>s FWHM for pions over 8m. The corresponding time of flight spread for

i'0 GeV/c pious was -25 ps FWHM. These time sirreads contributed linearly

to the tirning resolutions of the modules and accounted for the difference ir:. the

resolutions of the top and bottom rnodules.

The IT start resolution for each of its four rnodules can be determinecl

by taking one-half of the tirne difference between the two photornultiplier tubes

attached to each the IT scintillators are small enough so that position

clependence of the time difference is small also. Table 15 lists the resolutions

of the IT modules. Nearly ali of the bearn particles hitting BT passed through

eithel IT moclules 2 or 3 with very few through the outer rnodules, 1 and 4.

If the resolution of IT is taken to be the average of modules 2 and 3, for the

Purposes here, then the time of flight start resolution is 0.16 ¡s FWHM. The

position resolution for each urodule was deterrnined from the time difference

resolution and the effective speed of liglrt in tlie rnoclule ancl the average over all

the urodules 'vvas 3.5 + 0.7 cm FWHM.
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Table 15: Time of fl,i,ght start resolutions of the indiuidual IT rnod,ules.

module

nurnber

raw time

resolution

(ns) FWHM

1

2

3

4

0.26

0.13

0.18

0.74

4.7.4 Finger Timing

Attempts to cletelrnine whether or not the above assurnption that the trajecto-

ries, and hence path lengths, of charged particles intersecting the BT array at

the same location was valid were rnade by analysing the data frorn the calibra-

tion in different ,rÃ/ays. Since the finger counters were used to gather data needed

to find the tirne average offsets for all the BT modules in the first calibration

runs the finger timing data ostensibly contained information about how the time

of flight of the beam particles varied as the fingers rvl/ere rnovecl up the array. As

tire salne cletectors, which have constant tirning offsets, measured the tine of

flight variations along the array, the finger tirning could be used to deterrnine

whether the path length formula held true in principle. However, the fingers

were not designed for timing and several significant factors con.cerning the fin-

gers workecl to tlie detrimeut of a goocl comparison between the two. Firstly,

the finger scintillators rvr/ere viewed by only one photomultiplier tube. Because

of this the tiuring recorded by the finger TDC would be dependent on the hit

position along the finger length. Secondly, the fingers were rather thin and long

which meant that there would be a relatively small amount of light released by
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chargecl particles traversing through the scintiliator and there would be a rather

large variation in amplitude of the light received and signal output by the photo-

urultiplier tube between charged particles traversing the scintillator near the encl

close to the photourultiplier tube and those traversing at the far end. Thirdly,

the discrirninator to which the photomultiplier tube was connected was a leading

edge discriminator and, fourthly, the signal size was not monitored by an ADC.

Hence, the timing walk of the tirne neasurernents could not be corrected for.

In spite of all tiris and a sornewhat convoluted analysis needed to obtain the

desired data, the comparison was done as described below.

The general idea behind this particular analysis was that if the finger

timiug recorded during the calibration could be corrected for the hit positions

ou the finger then the remaining variation in the timing of the finger would be due

solely to the time of flighi variations of the particles for different positions o1 the

arl'ay. It turned out that a rough correction could be nade to the timing data.

As above, only the centre finger counter was used in this analysis. Even though

the Positions of the centre finger counter was known during the calibration, the

hii positi<-rrt along the finger was not well defined due to it being viewed by the

single photomultiplier tube. The hit positions on the finger had to be know¡ for

sorlle of the clata for this procedure to work. Narrow relative hit positions on the

finger were estiuratecl by projecting the positions where acljacent BT scintillators

overlal> back onto the finger counter at the average of the two overlapping bar

pitch angles. This was done for the points where multiplicity two events on the

BT modules hacl a sufficient number of events to analyse (recail that the finger

counters were in the trigger). Figure 29 shows the estirnated relative liit positions

ott the centre finger for the various positions of the finger along the array. It

was noted that tlie hit positions on the finger relative to the corresponding

BT utoclule overlap positions remained about constant as the finger was noved

along the array as can be seen by the roughly horizontal bands in which points
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Figure 29: Relatiae hit positions on the centre fi,nger counter predicted for mul-

ti.plici.ty two eaents i,n the BT array.

in figure 29 lie. Heuce, sonle roughly defined finger hit positions with several

points at each position were available.

To correct for 'ul:c timing of the finger counter due to the hit position on the

finger as extracted above, timing data obtained under the same circurnstances

(i.". the same time of flight to the finger) for the various hit positions need

to l¡e usecl. However, this sort of information was not ar¡ailal>le ancl liad to be

estimatecl fi'om the multiplicity two finger timing data which had the different

time of flight distances for tÌie finger positions along the array folded into it. Tlie

proceclure was to nomra]ise the bearn particle time of fliglit clistances so that the

tiuring differences rernaining in the finger timing would be due only to the hit

position on the finger. This liacl to be done with the known beanr rnomenturn

and the ¡>ath length equation 23. Although this was tÌre equation that was to be

checked with the work here, it was the only way to get the required infonnation.
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lìrts ot one finger positiorl relot¡ve to orroy
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Consequently, the comparison here was not independent but the results would

show if the patli length forrnula were consistent with the data.

The timing data were taken as the centroids of the timing spectra of the

rnultiirlicity two gated finger events. Tlie path lengths to the finger from IT were

estirnated to be the sum of the patÌr lengths from equation 23 to the BT module

overlap positions and the distance from the overlap position to the finger at

the average pitch angles of the overlapping rnodules. The reference path length

was chosen to be the one from IT to the finger gated on multiplicity two events

in modules 20 and 21. The path length differences from the reference were

converted to time differences using the n- velocity which were then used to

acljust the tiuring data. The finger timing data obtained by norrnalising the

path length traveled by the x'- is shown in figure 30. The points plotted with

the sanr.e symbol in the figure represent one finger hit position as the finger was

r¡rovecl across the array. The roughly horizontal tirning bands of the different

finger hit 1>ositions demonstratecl that the reasoning for the analysis above was

reasonably sound.

Finally, the correction to the multiplicity two finger timing data was taken

to be the time clifferences in the average time of the points in each band of hit

1>osition in figure 30. The finger timing corrected in this rnanner are shown in

figure 31. Incluclecl in tire figure is a fit of the predicted time of fliglÌt curve to the

centre finger derived from the path length forrnula. (Note that the discontinuity

is due to the change in bearn momentum from the calibration of the top and

bottom halves of the array.) From the coarse agreenr.ent of the corrected data

and the predicted data it was concluded that the path length equation was

approximately correct.
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4.7.5 Multiplicity Two Timing

Another method was used in an atternpt to derive the time of flight offsets; this

one without lelying totally on the path length equation. Tiris method relied

upon the multiplicity two data in the array and used the centre finger counter

to clefine the centre of the BT rnodules only. However, as briefly mentioned

above, probiems with the Kinetics F432-401 TDCs lirnited the value of such an

offset determination. In any case, the following few paragraphs describe how

this calculation was done.

Consider the schematic diagraur in figure 32 which shows a side view of
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sonre of the bars in the array. Let r be the tirne of flight or time average offset,

? be the time average as rneasured by the TDCs, and ú be the actual or true

tirrre of flight. Define t : T - r. Assurne that the tirne average offset for each

bar is corrstant throughout the widtli of the bar. That is, assume that if the

tiure average offset \Ã/ere measured for different positions across the width of the

bar at the saure distance between the ends of the bar then the same offset would

result. For the charged particle traversing through both bars i and i - 1 in

figure 32, the actual time of flight to bar i - 1 relative to bar i is

'l1Iì 
: ¿Þottorrt +t3!-1

where top and bottom refer to the top and bottom edges of the bars and úf,,T,

is the time of flight of the charged ¡rarticle between the front face of the bottom

edge of bar i and the front face of the top edge of bar i - 1. Substituting the

actual time of flight with the measured time average and offset gives

.fttop _r¡bottoril _ r ¡gapti_l - ti_7 
- 

ti - ti'T Li,ì_7

and rearranging gives

Ti-t: T::i - ?Þotto"' * r; - tTîr_r.

For multiplicity two events 4.':i - TÞotto"' can be rneasured. Then for the next

bar line,

ti"!r: ¿f:1""' + tl:\,i-z

which when rearrangecl gives

_ ¡rltop rnbotto¡n | - ¿gapt¿_2 - ti_2 - ti_7 -T ti_7 - Ll_t,;_2.

\Mlren r;-1 is substituted for ancl rearranged, this yields

ri-2: T::i - Tbotto'r + (4.:i - 4.1I'""') I r¡*tflor,,-r- tfi'-r.
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It is obvious that T::i - flÞo;t""' : t:T - úfo¡t""' which shows that the time of

flight difference between the top edge and bottorn edge of the individual bars

is automatically accounted for in this procedure. Hence the explicit tirne of

flights to the bottom and top edges for the same bars are not requirecl which is

fortunate since we do not know them.

Similarly, tiure average offsets for bars i-3, i-4, . . . , i+I) i+2, .. . may be

computed in this nÌarlrler of daisy chaining the offsets for rnultiplicity two events

until entire array is done. In fact, these tirne average offsets are all relative to the

initial reference module, i, and are independent of the patli length equation 23.

Wliat is uncertain about this procedure is whether or not the assurnption that

the offset is constant across the width is good. Also, the actual trajectory of the

charged 1>article u'hich produces the multiplicity two event has an effect on the

actual lf."l, ancl will affect the calculated offsets somewhat.

The time of fliglit between the bars of the n - in tire calibration were esti-

matecl lty using the kuown 7T"- mornenturn and using the distance between the

front planes of the acljacent bars assurning the z- irnpinge upon the front bar

face at right angles and near the edge. Figure 33 compares the time average off-

sets clerivecl this way with those cletenninecl with the path length forrnula. The

relatively lalge oscillations in the difference between the two offset calculations

in figure 33 was due to the aforementioned discreirancy betweeu multiplicity one

and multil>licity two spectra peaks in some of the modules. Some of the multi-

plicity one and two peaks \¡/ere nÌore tiran 0.5 ns apart, quite a large difference.

4.7.6 Problems with Sorne TDCs

During the initial analysis of the time of fliglit wall calil¡ration data from the

beginning <¡f beam tiure in May 1991 it was apparent that some modules in

the array showecl two peaks in their tirne average spectra where there should
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pred,icted path length formulu and døisy clt,aining the multiplicity two ilatø.
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have only been one, narnely a single peak from the zr- that essentiaily made

up ali of the beam. The origin of the mysterious double peaks \¡/as completely

unknown until the attempt to extract the time of flight offsets from multiplicity

two data was done. It was cliscoverecl that the time average peak positions for

the anomalous modules differed depending on whether a single bar was hit or

two adjacent l¡ars were hit. The modules wirich clearly showed some peculiar

belravior betweeu multiplicity one and two events were modules 25, 27,29,3\,,

32, 34,, and 36. Modules 10 and 12 had a rnuch srnaller separation between

multil>licity one and two peak centroids which were only discernable when the

two types of events v/ere separated. This discrepancy solves the above przzle of.

the oscillating behaviour iu the time difference curve between multiplicity one

and two events in figure 33 but it is a lnore fundaurental problem. Notice that

the modules with the discrepancy occur in every other one from rnodule nurnbers

25 to 31 aucl from 32 to 36. Thus with tire determination of the multiplicity

2 offsets by claisy chaining througli the bars the offsets for those bars will be

incorrect while the ones between them would be, rnore or less, correct. The

discrepaucy v/as always on the smaller side of the single hit peaks hence the

problematic offsets were always larger than the multiplicity 1 offsets and when

the difference \¡/as taken against the multiplicity one values the result would

oscillate at every other bar. That is, the oscillations \Ã/ere due to a cornbination

of the anomalous offsets always being larger and the fact that only every other

module was probleuratic. It is interesting to note that ouly the time average

s1>ectra showed this behavior while the time difference spectra did not. Also,

the separatiou appeared in the tirne spectra of the individual photomultiplier

tubes at each encl of the modules with anomalies.

When the time of flight data frorn the BCL (lucite Õerenkov) calibration

was analysed, it became apparent that only the Kinetics F432-401 TDCs had

the strangb behaviour. Recall that Lecroy FERA/FERET were not installed in
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the initial calibration. Figure 34 shows the tirne average spectra for module 34

with both tlie F432 and FERA/FERET TDCs separated for multiplicity one ancl

two events where both ¡- and K- are in the bearn. Since the FERA/FERET

TDCs do not act up in this way it can be concluded that the problem lies in the

F432 TDCs ancl not elsewhere in the array electronics.

As of the writing of this material, these latter TDCs were being testecl

at Camegie Mellon University and by l{inetics, the manufacturer. Prelirnilary

results of the tests indicated that there was cross-talk in certain channels in

the TDC between the 'charurel hit' logic signal, which notes the presence of an

in1>ut pulse in that chan:rel, and the analog charge signal from which the time

is detemrinecl. It was noticed that sets of 4 TDCs on the 64 channel module

caused time shifts to occur in other TDC channels. Interestingly, the shifts dict

not have auy dependence on the timing of the signals that were input to the sets

of 4 TDCs causing the shifts - it rnattered, only, that there was clata i¡ the

channels. Infomration from Kinetics about the design of the TDC suggestecl a

cause for this. Essentially, the Kinetics F432-001 64 chanlel TDC is a differential

analog to digital converter whose input is the rnultiplexecl signal frorn 6b time to

charge (TQC) converters : 64 stop channels and 1 start channel. The 6b TQCs

are, actually, srnall daughter cards that are attached to the rnother boarcl of

the unit. The TDC Lras an outl>ut called the 'hit bii' whicli signifies that there

\¡/as a time signal in oue of its 64 chamrels. This 'hit bit' is derivecl frorn logic

data frour the daughter carcls ancl is the grand OR of all the channels. The hit
inforrnation data frorn daughter cards, thernselves, are arranged so tliat groups

of 4 fomr a wire-wrapped OR ancl these ORs are wired onto the mother boarcl

where the grancl OR is forured. Thus, here was the rnanner in which the TDC

channels !'¡/et'e groul>ecl in 4. A possible explanation for the shifts v¡as cross-

talk ltetween the wire-wrappecl OR signal traces on the r¡rother boarcl ancl the

TQC outpttt signal traces on the mother board. This was tested on a couple of
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Figtrre 34: Time aaerage spectra for mod,ule 3/ with both the Kinetics ønd Lecroy

FELA/FERET TDCs from data tøken during the BCL calibration. There should

be two peaks correspond,ing to ¡r- and R- .
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TDC charurels which had the anomalous shifts from certain group of 4 channels.

When the suspected wire-wrapped OR was disconnected from the mother board,

the shifts in the TDC channel disappeared. Kinetics was studying the problem

to confinL the information at the time of this writing. The problematic TDCs

must now be repaired or replaced.
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5 The lr{eutron Time of Flight Arrays

The neutron time of flight arrays consist of two identical arrays, each comprising

fifty scintillator urodules for ueutron detection arranged in five layers of ten

nrodules, providiug a minimum of. -25.4 crn thickness of scintillator through the

entire stack. An additional nine scintillator modules, each of 0.95 crn thickness,

provide a veto layer to reject charged particles. Two long DarrorÃ/ scintillator

fingers which span the width of the array are included to help monitor the

perfonnance of the arrays. AII but the finger scintillators are viewed by two

photornultipiier tubes, one at each encl. The photornultiirlier tube signals are

rnonitored for both tirning and signal size. The arrays are physically situated

on either sicle of tire experimental target and are suspended frorn a platform

designed to hang these arrays and to hold the experirnental target. Details of

the various components of the neutrorÌ arlays follow in the next few sections.

5.1 The Veto Modules

Tlre veto modules are nr.ade from 20.B x 182.9 cm2 (g.0" x 72.0',) sheets of

BC-408 scintillator of nominal thickness 0.95 c* (3"). The narrow encls of the

scintillators are viewecl by 2" diameter RCA-8575 photornultiplier tubes through

twisted strip adiabatic light guides.

5.2 The Neutron Modules

Tlre rreutron modules are rnade frour 15.24 x 182.9 cm2 (6.0,' x 72.0,,) frontal

area size scintillator of 5.08 cur (2") norninal thickness. The ends of the scin-

tillators are viewed by 2" diameter XP-2262H photonlrltiplier tubes via a si¡r-

ple tapered light guide. Most (80) of the 100 modules \¡/ere constructecl with

recently fabric.atecl scintillator (early 19Sg) while the other 20 were older scin-

tillators which hacl been in use for several years on other experirnents. The olcl
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Figure 35: The lightguid,e on each end, of the neutron arrt,y modules.

scintillators \,¡/ere placed in the final layer of 10 modules in each array so that the

four layers closest to the target had all new scintillator. The old scintillator is

Pilot-F made by Nuclear Enter¡rrises Ltd. while the new scintiliator is BC-408

nr.ade by Bicron Corporation which is Bicron's equivalent to Pilot-F. These scin-

tillators have long attenuation lengths and are quite fast (its light output has

relatively fast rise and decay times). A long attenuation length is important for

bars of the length used here. The liglitguides are of a sirnple design reducing the

2" x6" cross-section of the scintillator into a2" x2" sguare which is attached to a

1.95" diarneter circular cylinder to which tlie PMT couples. (See figure 35.) The

rnaterial from whicli the liglitguides u/ere made is ultraviolet absorbing (UVA)

plexiglass as tests against ultraviolet transmitting (UVT) plexiglass showed no

performan.ce advautage for the UVT ¡rlexiglass. The liglitguides on the old mod-

ules are sirnilar but have rounded edges. TbeXP2262 is a 19-pin 12-stage PMT

witlr a maximurn spectral sensitivity aL -420 nm which rnatches weil against

the 425 nm frecluency of maximum emission for BC-408.

A schematic drawing of an end view of the scintillator array showing the

relative positions of the veto aud neutron scintillators in given in figure 36. Note

tlrat tlrere an'e -2.5 cm air gaps between the neutron bar layers.
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5.3 The Finger Counters

The two finger counters on each array are located behind the fifth and final

layer of the ueutron bars and lie with their iong axes perpendicular to the long

axes of the neutron bars. Thus only very penetrating charged particles, such

as elastically scattered pions, will reach thern having to travel through at least

26 cm of scintillator. One finger is located at the rnid-point between the ends

of the neutron bars while the other is located parallel to and 76 crn above the

first. The ditnensiou of each finger scintillator is 1 x 1 x 183 cm3 and is viewed

by one Hamauratsu H3167 photornultiplier tube and base.
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5.4 The Photomultiplier Bases for the Veto and Neutron

Modules

The voltage divider chain that powers the PMT along with the entire PMT base

assenrbly was custorn designed. At the tirne of the design of the arrays, existing

photomultiplier bases that were available could not be suitably incorporated into

the detector without significant modifications to the base or, otherwise, without

soltte unwieldy mechanical attachrnents. Quite significantly, the custom photo-

rnultiplier base was rnuch less costly than other l¡ases. The base was designed

by G. Herl¡ Coornbes witli the assistance of the University of Manitoba Group

at TRIUMF in Vancouver. The base is very light weight due to its construc-

tion from polyvinylchloride (PVC) and is attached to the circular cylindrical

light guides of the counters via a rubber O-ring taped onto the iight guide and

connectecl with a stanclard 2" PVC pipe plumbing fixture. Figure 37 shows a

cross-section view of the GHC base. Both the RCA-8575 and the XP-2262H

are 12-stage photourultiplier tubes but are not pin compatible. In fact, the for-

mer ltas a 21-pin assembly while tire latter has a 19-irin assernbly. Nonetheless,

the voltage divider circuit that powers both tubes is the saûÌe electronically.

Figure 38 shows a schernatic of the voltage divider chain.

5.5 Electronics

The photomultiplier tube signals for all the veto ancl neutron urodules are pon-

itored by ADCs and TDCs. A schernatic diagram of the monitoring electronics

is shown in figure 39. The signals from the photornultiplier tubes are spiit,

passively, and fed into the in¡rut of an ADC and into a constant fraction dis-

criminator. The split ratio of the timing to signal size output is 10 to 1. The

output of the CFD is then fed into a TDC via a NIM to ECL signal logic con-

verter'. Table i6 lists sorne of the specifications of the electronic cornl>onents.
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I'alrle 16: Some specifications of the neutron arra,y electronics

CFD: Ortec 934 - 4 channels

- 100 MHz rnaximum input/output rate

- 0 to -10 V input

- -30 to -1000 mV adjustable threshold

- < + 150 ps walk

- adjustable walk compensation network

TDC: Kinetics F432-401 - 64 channels

- 12 bit resolution

- 25 ps minirnurn LSB

- common STOP

- <300 /-¿s conversion tirne

ADC: Lecroy 1885F - 96 channels

- 15 bit resolution

- 50 fC sensitivity

- 8 event buffer

- 265 p,s conversion tirne
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Figure 37: Cross-sectional uiew of the GHC PMT base used, in tlte ueto and

neutron modules.

5.6 Calibration of Neutron Modules

The arrays wele asserrbled in December 1989 to be used in BNL AGS Exper-

iment 788 which stuclied the lifetirne of single hypernuclei decay. After that

experimertt ran, the arrays v/ere rÌr.oved to the experirnental area of the new

beamline ancl were rewired with reduced signal cable lengihs. To determine

the calibration constants of the array moclules in each of Ex1>erirnent 788 and

the fI particle search, the arrays were lowered to the floor of the experirnental

area frorn their nominal hanging position for the runs and layed parallel to the

ground for cosmic ray calibrations. Coinciclence telescopes for the calibration

were 1>laced al¡ove and below the array stacks to define the cosrnic ray trajec-

tories ihlough the array moclules. Sciirtillaiors of 12 cm wide ancl -150 crn

long were positioned across the width of the arraysj macle up the coincidence

telescope.

One coincidence telescope was locatecl at the rnicl-point of ihe lengths of

the bars and another rvas located 76 crn away. The forrner pair allowed the tirne

difference offsets at the centre of ihe bars to .l:e 
determinecl and the two pairs,
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Figr.rre 39: Schematic of the ueto and neutron mod,ule electronics.

together, nìade it possible to estirnate the effective speed of light in the modules.

The tirne difference resolutions of the modules in the right neutron array v/ere,

on average,467 t77 ps o at the mid-point and 576 t72 ps o 76 cm away from

the miclloiut. The effective speed of light in each rnodule in the right array is

plotted in figure 40. The module nurnbers corresponding to the veto layer are 0

to 9, the first neutron layer are 10 to 19, the second neutron layer 20 to 29 and so

on . . . . The 1>ositiou resolutions of the modules, on average, were 3.7 +0.9 cm o

at tlre centre of the bars and 4.4+0.6 cm o 76 ctn offcentre. It is interesting to

note that the average sireed of light in the first two layers of the neutron modules

is less than the average speed of liglit in the modules of the last three layers. The

scintillator bars in the first two layers were put together by the Carnegie Mellon

group iu Pittsburgh, Peunsylvania, the bars in the third ancl fourth layers were

put together at TRIUMF in Vancouver, BC for the Manitoba group, and the last

layer wet'e older existing scintillators. The differences in the maltner in which the

new scintillator urodules were constructed that coulcl possibly affect the speed of

light in therr were the reflective wrapping surrounding the scintillator and iight

guide surfaces - aluminurn foil at CMU versus alurninized mylar at TRIUMF

- aucl the extent to which surfaces v/ere ',¡¡rapped with these. In particular, the

bars in tlie third and fourth layers did not have the tapered sides of the light

guides exposed to aluminized rnylar but hacl a ¡riece of black rnatte vinyl placed
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against the sicles between the aluminized rnylar and light guide whereas the first

and seconcl layer bars had all their surfaces wral>ped in aluminum foil. The

black matte vinyl was inserted into the wrappir:.g because preliminary tests witlr

a gam.rna source on the bars at TRIUMF showed that there v/as a rather large

pulse from light reflected from the opposite end of the bar when the signals

from one of the photornultiplier tubes viewing the bar was rnonitored on an

oscilloscope. This addition reduced the signai from tÌre reflected light of the

opposite end by -50T0.

Only the relative time of flight offsets for the array modules could be

determined with cosmic rays. The absolute offsets required the start timing to

be frorn the IT counters. The time average offsets of the neutron modules were

detennined relative to that of modules in the first neutron layer corresponding

to the sarlle position by accepting only cosmic rays that had essentially vertical

trajectories passing through the middle of rnodules frorn top to bottorn of the

allays. The time average of the modules in the first layer are used as the

time of flight start to the stop tirning of the modules directly below them. By

taking into account the fliglit time between the modules for the'.'eltical cosmic

rays the relative time average offsets of stacks of five rnodules in line with one

another could be calculated. Thus there would be one overall tirning constant

for each of the ten stacks still to be determined after this. Tliese overall timing

constants were derived by aligning thern to the photon peak observed during

the experiurental t'un: The photons \.vere 7 rays ernitted from the target region

due to itrteractions of the beam (/{- --+ T-To, ro -r .f.f).

The time average STOP resolution detenni¡red from the cosrnic ray cali-

bration for the rnodules in layers two to five was 181 + 21 ps o, on average.

Since both the start tirne and stop tinre were neutron modules and if the

incliviclual rnoclules are assturìecl to have the same timing resolution then the

start artd stop timing resolutions are the same and the intrinsic average time
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average resolution of the modules is simply a factor "f h less than the above

value, i.e. 728 * 15 ps ø.

5.7 Monte Carlo Estimates of the Neutron Array Effi-

ciencies

The efficiencies of tlr.e neutron detectors are required to deterrnine quantities

such as couuting rates of events and consequently their cross-sections. In gen-

eral, experimentally measuring the efficiencies of neutron detectors is difficult to

accourplish due to a lack of facilities. Quite fortunately, however, the reaction

processes of neutrons in hydrocarbon scintillator can be rnodeled in a Monte

Carlo algorithm that yielcls good agreernent with measured efficiencies of vari-

ous scintillating detectors. Cecil, Anderson and Madey [39] refined an efficiency

calcrilation code, developecl by several others authors, that predicted efficiencies

that agreecl with experitnental results to within a few percent for neutron ener-

gies frorn 1 MeV to about 300 MeV. This code is the basis for the calculatiol of

the efficiency of the above neutron arrays which is presented here.

As noted earlier, the detection of ueutrons relies upon the indirect obser-

vations of chargecl particles that are a result of interactions with the neutrons.

The Monte Carlo code of [39] considers the following neutron interactions, both

light irroclucing and scattering, in plastic scintillators:

o elastic scattering off protonsj np --+ np, which is the only significant reac-

tion channei for ueutron detection below 5 MeV energy and is the dominant

detection mechanisur below -25 MeV,

r diffractive and non-diffractive scattering off carbon, n * C --+ n+ C, which

has a negligible light out¡rut,

r inelastic scattering off carbon with threshold 4.7 MeV, ,Ì¿+C --+ n+C*1,
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where the 7 may be detected by Compton scattering in the scintillator.

This charurel typically contributes <10% of the light output in the range

6-16 MeV and a negligible amount above 25 MeV.

the inelastic reaction ?z + C

makes a srnall contribution

a *s Be with a threshold of 6.2 MeV which

the efficiency for 6-20 MeV neutrons,

--+

to

tlre inelastic reaction n + C --+ n + 3a (threshold 7.9 MeV) which along

with the forrner of the next reaction ¡rair dourinates the detection efficiency

above 40 MeV,

tlreinelastic reactions n+C -- p+12 B (threshold 13.6 MeV) and n -|- C --+

n * p +11 B (threshold 16.0 MeV),

o and the inelastic reaction rz * C --+ r-¿ * n *11 C (thresirotd 18.2 MeV)

which itself produces no charged particles but adds to the efficiency a

small arnount by virtue of the possibility of the two resulting neutrons

interacting to form charged particles.

The neutron-carbon inelastic cross-sections along with the neutron-proton eias-

tic cross-section are plotted in figure 41.

The program simulates the irropagation of neutrons through organic scin-

tillator and deterurines by Monte Carlo whether or not those neutrons interact

wititin the scintillator boundary. The input parameters for tire prograrn are the

neutrou ertergy, the dirnensions of the scintillator, the orientation of the neutron

trajectories as they impinge upon the scintillator surface, ancl the position on

the scintiilator surface where the neutrons enter. It can accornmodate scintil-

lator shapes that are either right-rectangular or right-circular cylindrical blocks

ancl allows the initial liit position of the neutrons to be randornly distributed

anywl:.ere on the incident surface of the scintillator. If there is an interaction of

the ueutron within the scintillator, the irrogranr. tlr.en chooses by Monte Carlo
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what type of reaction has occurred and then calcuiates the amount of energy

deposited in the scintillator, if any, by the charged particles produced. Charged

particles which escape from the scintillator have the energy that they do de-

posit in the scintillator calculated from range-energy and energy-range curves

for plastic scintillator.

The efficiency of the neutrorì arrays discussed here were estirnated using

tlre Cecil et aI. [39] code with sonìe modifications made to account for the par-

ticular aspects of the arrays. Since the detectors were cornposed of independent

scintillator nrodules the prograrn was modified so that it correctly determined

the energy deposited iu each urodule. This was done ìry following the Monte

Carlo detennined interaction length of a ¡reutron through the array, taking into

account the gaps between the layers of rnodules, until the neutron travelled the

appropriate distance in scintillator to one of the moduies or until it left the array.

For a neutron interacting within the scintiliator array, any charged particles pro-

ducecl in an interaction were followed through the rnodules until they stopped or

uutil they left the array. Most of the charged particles stopped in the same scin-

tillator module in which they originated. Charged particles that had sufficient

etlergy and were produced close enough to the boundary of a scintillator rnodule

to escape it were followed outo the next scintillator rnodule they encountered

along their trajectories. Their energy losses in travelling through the opaque

light tight wrapping of the rnodules and the air gaps in between those modules

were estimatecl from curves fitted to the range-energy tables for polyethylene

aucl air at staudarcl temperature and pressure 1>roduced by Jauni [40]. (Loga-

ritlrnric ¡roiynourials were fitted to the table data as r,Ã¡as done by CeciI et aI.

for the range-energy relationship of protons in plastic scintillator.) The opaque

wrapping was taken to be 0.38 rnm thickness polyethylene for all the modules

- in actuality, the modules in layers three and four were v/rapped in opaque

black vinyl.
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Table 17: The .solid

point source target.

angles subtended by the neutron array layers assuming ø

layer

numìrer

distance to

back face

(*)

solid angle

o

(")

i
2

3

4

5

1.05

1.13

r.2t

1.28

1.36

1.63

7.49

1.36

7.25

I.T4

The other rnodification to the code was done to account for the geometry

between the experimental target and the arrays. The efficiency calculation was

done assuming the neutrons originated forrn a point source at the experirnental

target centre thus this factor had to be taken into account. The arrays rruere

positionecl with the first layers at approxirnately 1 rn distance from the target

and given the size of the active detector vohune allowed for neutrons at relatively

large angles (u1> to - 35") relative to the norrnal of the cletector face to travel

thlougli the arrays. Hence, the distance through scintillator that the neutrons

traverse varies by significant arnounts depending on their trajectory and, thus,

the efficiency will vary accordingly. To average out the efficiency calculated

from such a geometry, provisions for an isotrol>ically randorn point source were

inserted into the prograrn.

The overall efficiency of the array was detennined by taking the weiglrted

average of the efficiencies detenninecl for neutrons from the target randomly

irnpinging upon tlie solid angle subtended by each layer in the array. The layers
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Figure 42: E.stimated neutron efficiency for each of the neutron o,r.rays.

were talten to be 183 x 157.5 cm2, which included the area covered by the offset

of the adjacent layers, for the solid angle calculation. Table 17 lists the solid

angles coverecl by each of the five layers in the array. Figure 42 displays the

results of the overall efficiency calculated wiih the Monte Carlo silnulation. The

various curves corresl>ond to different threshold values of euergy deposited in

one module of the array aud is represented in electron equivalent energy. As

expected the higher the thresholcl is the lower the efficiency becomes. During

the run the liardware tht'eshold of the discrirninators monitoring the neutron

module photomultiplier tubes was set to about 2 MeV"" to reduce the rate frorn

the backgrouncl particles flooding the arrays.
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6 Summary

The calibration and performance of ihe ,I{+ and neutron time of flight scintilla-

tion detectors in a search for the f/ particle has been presented in this document.

The calibration of the K+ tiure of flight array was done by reversing the exper-

imental spectrometer dipole to bend the bearn particles, which were mostly n-

at the tirne of the calibration, up into the array. For the 40 modules in the

I(+ arcay, time of fliglìt calibration constants were deternrineci from the known

flight path lengths and mornenta of the the bearn particles ancl mid-point timing

calibration constants were determined with position defi¡ring finger scintillators

located beirind the array. The overall time of flight resolution of the K+ modules

was 0.29 + 0.04 ns FWHM (or 0.i2 + 0.02 ns o) including the contribution from

the timing start scintillators wliicli had a resolutiou of 0.16 + 0.04 ns FWHM

(or 68 t 8 ps ø). The position resolution along the length of the 2 m ba¡s was

3.5 + 0.7 cm FWHM (or 1.5 + 0.3 cur o), on average, determined from the time

difference resolution between the two photourulti¡rlier tube signals from the ends

of the scintillator bars aucl the effective velocity of light measured with the po-

sition defining finger scintillators. The valiclity of the method used to determine

the time of fliglrt calibration constants was checkecl using the data from the fin-

ger scintillators. Also, the problems with the l(inetics F432-401 TDCs which

involved anornalous time shifts in the tirne spectra for multiple bar hit events

were resolved.

The intrinsic tirne of flight resolution of the scintillator elements in the

neutron time of flight array was 128 * 15 ps ø determined frorn using vertical

cosmic rays traversing through the micldle of the elements when the array was

laid flat along the floor so that the elelnents were horizontal. The position

resolutious of the elernents, also cleterminecl rvith cosrnic rays, vyere 3.7t0.9 cm ø

at the centre of the bars ancl 4.4 + 0.6 crn o 76 crn off centre of the 183 cm
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long bars. A Monte Carlo sirnulation, wirich took into account the geometry

and modularity of the neutron arrays, was carried out to estimate the neutron

detection efficiency of the scintillation detector.
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